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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS Is published
every day, (Sunday excepted,) at 62 Exchange Street,
Portland, N. A. Form*, Proprietor.
Tread* ;—Eight Dollar* a year In advance.

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a yoar,

THE
eame

in advance.

C opar tnership.

EASTMAN-BROTH ERS

copart-

in

space,
Rates of Advertising.—One
length oi column, constitute * “square/’
$1.50 par square daily first week; 76 cents per
continuweek&tler; three insertions, or less, 50$1.00;
cents.
ing every other day after first week,
Half square, three insertions or loss, 75 cents; one
Wcca, Bi.ud; o0 cents per week alter.
Under head ol “Amcsbmentii ,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Sfbcial Notices,” $1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 ctf. per square for each subsequent insertion; osth s square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cu.
each subsequent Insertion.
Advei eminent* inserted in the u Maine State
Pbesb” (which has a large circulation in every paref the Slate) for $1.00 per square for first insertion1
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inseroi

tion.

nr* JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
tbe Office or Paper promptly transacted on application as at»ove.
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BENSON

—r:

Commission

Foma

and

And tor the

Business,

ding

NOYES

PORTLAND

HAfiD

SOFT

AND

Constantly on hand and tor sale

HOUGHTON,
Poitland, Maich 1,

E. B.

mldxlrm

of EMERY & WATERHOUSE la
THE
ut.
day dissolved by mutual
firm

this

DAN’L F. EMERY,
JOSHUA W. WATERHOUSE.
March 3,18Go.
a

IRON.

HEAVY

PIPE, 8HEET LEAD,
kinds of Yin, Copper and Sheet
in
Iron, quantities to suit.

all

LEAD

Dissolution !

from the Country respectfully solicitJob Work done to order.
aucDdti

ty Orders

ed.

W.

MITCHELL was
solved Jam 20th, 1806, by mutual consent.
THE
Geo. H. Mitchell is alone
firm of WALKKll &

Notice.
of

purchased
Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH, together with
HAVING
their
the
Carts, intends to
tho

City

Retail

earry

BAKING

Business

on

BUSINESS !

At No* 12 Willow Street,

Where ho hopes that by strict attention he may be
fcvo ed with the patronage of their former customers.

He would also respectfully invite all others wishBread to give him a call, as no pains will be
soared to fill all orders for Bread with neatness and

ing

dcl4tf

Portland. Dec 12,1865.

The suberiber will continue the LIVEliY BUSINESS at the old stand of C. B. Varney, No. 9 Silver
Street, where good teams may at ail times be had,
at fair prices
Particular attention paid to boarding and baithorses.

ingThankful ior
stowed,

March 7, I860.—dtt

Ross

DEALKEI IS

Groceries, Ship Stores,
PRODUCE,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
Cor* of Milk and Lime Sts*,

&,

^lon
J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,
Commission.

Roandy,

undersigned
under the firm
THE

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Fortland, Feb. 14, 1866.

Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

GP'

on

Road

A

Co. Portland Me.

ery
of

day

C.

JOSE

E.

&

Orders front out ol town solicited.

May 22—dtl

BRADBURY & SWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Office I IT Middle Street,

^KMDR^T’}

PORTLAND, ME.

AL
TIE

sale,
shipment.
good security,
fox

Mattress Ticks.
Nor 4—dtf

transit,

SPRING

jht in

to

him,

or

any

before the

Supreme Court,

of the Departments.

Court ol Claims,
dc20tf

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00.,

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Dry

Goods
Areade

r.

and

18

Woolens,

Free

Street,

DAVIS,

aS”;

PORTLAND,

existing between
under the Arm name of
A. P. MORGAN & CO.,
was dissolved Feb 13th, 18GG, by mutual consent. All
business of the late firm will be settled by A. P.

most elegant style,
Now Opened to the Public by
8. n. BREWSTER,

And |i

J.

DAVIS & CO.,

A.

Commission Merchants,
04 MICHIGAN STREET,
davis ik COLBY,
•4 and 86 La Salle

MILWAUKEE,

)

Street,}
Ciucago, IU.
)

STURTEVANT,

Widgery'i Wharl,
POBII^D, ME.

Octlfldtl

SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS,
Successor, to Joseph Gray ft Co.,

I»IdA.STEK,EK,S,
PLAIN AND
ORNAMENTAL

STU000 AND MASTIO WORKERS,
-----

Portland, Mr.

|y Prompt attention paid to all klnda of Jobbing
In our
lino.__ Ie24d3m

Mr, Brewster would lie happy
friends and the public generally.
Portlrnd, Feb 2,1801.

E

Coal.

St,

XT IP

STOVE SUB.

200 TONS LOBERY,
Free burning and VERT TUHE, and all Unde oi

S. ROUNDS & SON.

PORTLAND,

Aug 20—dtf

Near Saccarappa Village.
valuable Mineral Water, which has had
local reputation, for years, for curing

THIS

Dealer

FIVKftl T,
Photographic Goods,

In

Mirrors and Engravings.
Manufacturer of Mirror ft Ploture Framaa

Jmneiatf

No. as MARKET SQUARE,
Portlahd, Mn.

KING &
Successors

DEXTEIi.

to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

Importers of and Dealers ia all kinds oi

Hardware and

Window-Glass,

LIVER COMPLAINTS,

17J Middle and 118 Federal Sts.
Oct 2, ’66—d6in

JOHN F. ANBEESON,

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
h 17 4»w tt
Tensi le Street

And a recent analysis of which shown to he similar to
the best White Sulphur Springs of Western New
York and Virginia, may bo found at the Apothecary
Stores of CROSMAN & CO., and WHITTIER, and
wil: be furnished daily, by the quart or gallon, to
the inhabitants of Portland, at tnelr houses.
Refers to Dr. E. Clark, J. B. Carroll, Esq M. 6.
Palmer. Esq., J. A. Merrill, C. K. Babb, and A. L.
Gilkey firm Bvto 1 (ireenough & Co.
March 1st, 16C6.—dtf

NEW MOLASSES!

“Vui S»
SKSvSi™TIERCES,
*

07

TVEW

MOLASSES,

Now landing from Sch. “Warren Blalw,” Central
lor

Wliarf,

sale

y

GEORGE S• HUNT,
111 Commercial Street.
^

Feb 20—d3w

on

and PLANTS.

If farmers and others cannot obtain this article of
traders In their vicinity, it will be forwarded free of

charge by

23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
March 1—datwlm

Italian Quills,
Pens and Quills,
ENAMELED

Choice Flour, Corn and
-BY

Oats,

THE-

GAR
LOAD,
la store. Also, a lot of

CARD-BOARD,

or

Farm for Sale.
GOOD FARM of about 70 acres, about It milts
fro > Gorham Village, on the line of the Portland
* Rochester Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms lib-

A

EXTRA HOGS AND CHOICE BUTTER,

FOR SALE I
DRY GOODS Stock and Stand for talc at a gnat
bargain. For particulars inquire of
TH&iSUkfi a CO..
Feb 27-dtf
4 Free St. Block.

Lowest market prices.
•i

A

George E. foster,
No. 2 Galt Block.

■

Tab. 3,—dtf

;

Sir

found

be

one

French

Hote,

The best of all Stationery
Hay be had at i|ie

Street.

TOWN

TJi>

BELL’8

STORE.

A A BUILDING LOTS within * few rods of
rrv the Portland and Rochester Railroad Depot,
at Cumberiaad Mills, 5 miles from the city.
These
lots vary tn price from $50 to $300, on very accommodating terms to the purchaser.
As soon as the P. & R. Railroad can be pnt In
thorough repair* Dummy Car willrnh to the above
named village for the aooommodatlou of those who do
business in the
city.
Also, t acres of land on whioh is a large two-story
house, extensive out-buildings an barn, which may
be repaired and made into a Hotel or boarding-house,
at a moderate outlay.
M. ShlAVEY, OS Exchange St.
March 5—dtf

o-u „i

•

of the most desirable budding lots, for
residence and beautiful garden,
ONE
the City
Portland. Contains
and is

a genin
very pleas-

new crop;

COLORED
OF

supeiior article pr. Bark St.

STAMPING,

ANY DESCRIPTION,

V

To the beeutUbl Semple* et our itore executed bj
JOHN A. LOWELL, for whom we ere the Agent*.

EVERY BOY SHOULD HAVE A

dredge machine, constitution,
which hu been undergoing repairs in her Machinery, and the addition of New Butlers, Sic., is now
WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as the loe leaves the harbor to
commence her work for the coming season, and the
undersigned desires a share of the public business.
CHARLES F. MONT INK.
Portland, Feb. lo.—dim*

The

19.28Q feet,
antly located on Grove Street, adjoining the Deerlng
Farm.
Also a Cottage House and Stabler and about one
acre of Land, with Fruit Trees,
Grapeef Strawberries, &c., on South Street, Gorham Village, within a
few minutes walk from the Depot,—a very pleasant
situation, and will he sold at a bargain.
Apply at the Fro ate Office.
edlw&ood3w
February 24,1865.

FOR

DREDGE.

Notice to Tax Payers.
CITY OF PORTLAND,

of

MONOGRAMS,

Molasses!

) Jago, from Matansas, tor sale bj

RETURN BALL
...

'2

Buyttet

,v

Geyer

&

Calef’s,

18 FREE STREET.

The House is In good order, well arranged
and convenient. Heated by Furnace. Piped for
On*.
With an abundance of good water, and
U respects a very deeir ible location.
Possession given first of Harsh. Terms reasonable.

ing unpaid on
THURSDAY, MARCH 8th,
Will be published in one of the daily papers of tho
city.
HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.

EDWIN

JB.

•BALER

HARD

AND

OOZ,

BAG,

GO TO U FREE STREET.

DJ" Ladies can obtain Postage
Stamps at Gager <£- Calef’s.

SOFT

At the Office of Jamea H.
Feb SO—<tfw*

PUKE

Baker,

Coal Dealer.

persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and
Rochester R. R. Co., are requested to eall at the
office of the Company, No. 64 Middle St., and exchange their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee's Re*
ceipt* for certificates oi Stock.
LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.
Dec 4, 1S65.
deftti

City, Apply

CASTILE

OPERA

WALKING

loti to *nit pur-

For Sale.

Two Fairbanks* Scales, 2nd hand*
No. 1, drop lover, on wheels, capacity
2500 lbs.; as good as new; to be sold

by

TUKEY A

WATSON,

Onion St.

58

syScales of all kinds taken and repaired and sold
on

mhSdtf

commission._
For

Stale.

THE
neighboring
this office.
Apply

a tor:

in a

town.

at

LET,

13 FREE STREET.

j

_

Horse for Sale.
A valuable FAMILY HOBSE; six years
Zy-rw^old next May. Perfectly sound and kind;
Weight, eleven hundred pounds. Color,
fn\
1. diuk sorrel. Enquire of
■ If
Capt. J. PLUMMER, Lisboa St..
JlMi7--d$w*
Lewiston, Maine.
A

Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deep
rpHE Two-story
JL Street, at a great bargain.
For particulars, enquire of
BENJ.

QCtUdtl

KNIGHT,

Atlantic

Wharf.

For Sale.

For Sale.
JL large and convenient House, No. 15
St, suitable for two fiunillet. Terms

jjjPWaterrUTeNo. 37} Middle St.

"Apply to W,

Store to Let.

u

rpHE
X
son

Js2Adtf

Brick Store

corner

Commercial and Franklin

Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. JefferCoolidge & Co. Possession given Oct. 1st.
E. SPRING.

Store to Let.
172 Fore Street, 2d door from Moulton St.
tn Duran & Chadwick Block. For particulars en-

STORE
ot

quire

WILLIAM DURAN,
No. • Moulton Street.

ROOM
persons, In a good
sized pleasant office, with modem conveniences
attached, on second floor, No. 27 Exchange Street,
“Ocean insurance Company's building.”

DESK

for

one or more

J. R. BRAZIER.

March «—d3w

For Sale.

A

RETAIL GROCERY.
Enquire at IS* Congress St.

Tnose wiio suppose the South is “recon-

tv

marJdlw*

0” II yon are in want of any kind oi PRINTING
call at the Dally Press Office

shall he allowed to hold any office under the
United States that cannot take the oath. That
is the only way ef making treason known as
These
a crime.
people don’t realize that they
did wrong; and there is but this one way of
impressing it upon them. They are asking
for office, and and hm* received the assessorships of internal revenue, to the exclusion ot
loyal and highly capable Union men. They
are as blatant as ever, and say there are not
loyal men enough to fill the offices.. Bat this
is all stuff and nonsense. If the government
wants loyal men in the South, it can have
them, though Johnny Keb Is very numerous,
and not a particle more modest or retiring
than aforetime. The fact i» the rebels still
think they are tbs people. They should be instructed.
“General Gregory has got the freedmen all
to work in this State, and has himself performed a most noble duty. The prospects fbr
The
a crop this year were never better,
black people are doing their part, may the
whites do theirs as well,”
Time’s Revenges.

Mr. Gregory.a member of the British Parliament, and a warm and even noisy friend of the
rebels through the whole of our war, is mnch
disturbed. He has moved ih the Houle of Commons for an address to the Queen, “prayin';
that she would use her influence with' foreign
powers for the purpose of making the principle
that private property should be free from capture by sea a maxim of international maritime

law."

Daily Newt makes
following pertinent observations upon this

A writer in the London
the

motion:
“Time bri ngs about.strange revenges. Less
than two years ago the advocates in Parliament
and in the press of the Southern Confederacy
and all the mob of Pharisees and scribes of the
same persuasion were instant, in season and
out of season, in denouncing the suspension of
habeas corpus by the government ofthe United
States, then in the agony of a civil war, as a
proof that civil liberty no longer existed in that
great republic even in name. Now we ham the
government of our own country coming down
to the Honses to propose the suspension; of habeas corpus in Ireland, in order to facilitate the
discovery and arrest of Fenian secessionists.—
Less than two years ago these same scribes and
Pharisees were dismissing with ridicule and
insult the remonstrances of the government at
Washington against the doings of eertain British shipbuilders. Now wo have a member of
whether our government
parliament inquiring
has remonstrated with the authorities of the
United States on the proceedings of the Fenian
Senate at New York, Less than two years ago
it was the fashion of our southern sympathisers in Parliament and in the press to justify, or
rather to extol the construction in English
yards of the Alabama and her consorts, and the
exploits of Captain Bcmmti and his comrades
in burning defenceless merchant ships, and
running away from men-of-war.
_

“What a pity, some Bimple-mindod persons
in the Uuited States may e tempted to exclaim, that this principle escaped the mind and
memory of Mr. Gregory, while the captains of
the Alabama and the Shenandoah were pursuing their career of plunder and destruction, and
lighting up a hundred horizons with icoendiary
tires, to tne satisfaction of the shipbuilders
who sent them out, and of the members or Parthem.
liament who encouraged and applauded

March 1, 1886-dtf

To be Let.

Mari—dlw*

GEYER & CALEF’S,

...j

_

THE Dwelling Houaeand Land,for mans
■'.ill yean the residence of the late Hon. J. C,
JHJLChurchtU, on Congress Street. Possesion given Uay 1st.
For terms the., apply to
GEO. E. B. JACKSON. Ex’or,
Feb. as-Awd*
196-Fore Street.

Sept 27—dtf

Stock of Boots and Shoes in a

GLASSES TO

MORGAN,

A. & S.

-AT-

March 8—dtf

in

For Sale.

;
SOAP,

CANES 3

A. P.

r'r

Afcth

Also the Homestead Farm, containing .boat 125
very superior up-land, being the property renently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eod6t*wtf

DRESSING CASES !
GENTS’

to

280 Congress St., opposite the Preble House.
Feb 20.1808—dtf

acres

Windsor,

LADIES’ AND GENTS’

WOOD,

Street,

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.

ALL

Old Brown

nr

198 Commercial

For Sale.
IT1HE Stock and Fixtures of a long established first
A clast Grocery end Provision Store, now doing a
euacestfUl buslnasa and one of the best stands In the

JOBS C. PROCTER, Lime Street.
Jan 20—eodtf

For Sale.
ACRES of Salt Marsh,

tvv

_

mB® UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
1 MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For farther particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KTMitarj.,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman St Co.
NOV. 11—dtf

Valuable Beal Estate In Scar boro’

NICE LADIES’

j
For Sale.

Apply to

March 2—dtd

WOOD l

Feb 1J—dtl

t

1

IN

WOOD !

BAIiE!

For Sale.

SALE!

The Desirable Residence 11 Spring Street
Between High and Park Sta.

IF YOU WANT A

Treasurers’ Office. J
accordance with an ordinance of the City, a list
of all the taxes assessed upon residents, amounting to TWENTY DOLLARS, and upwards, remain-

WOOD !

SALE.

TOR

:

teel

337
HHDSw) Muscovado Molasses,
42 TCS.

STEAM

“«*•

We would call the attention of those wanting

OR

Ja

FOR

AN® second-hand BAND PRESS for sal# Mean
U If applied for soon. Slse 01 Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address by mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.

In

NEW STYLES OF

%

1 BBL.

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired
mar3d3m
good style, and at short notice.

of the

Muscovado

WM. BROWN, No. 01 Federal Street,

By

English Mourning Paper,

FOKTIAND,

8AMUKL.

to

h
ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gotham,
Or. H. O. BARNES, Portland,
Feb 27—dtl

~

of Maine.

Congress

Apply

eral.

to arrive and

'i

>*v.v

doubt,

W. C. MEANS.

Portland, March 7,180*—dtf

will be sold at the

For s»l« at

best selected stocks
ot BOOTS. SHOES and BUBBEUS that
CAN
be
STATIONERY
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 3S3 Congress 8
n
n'- '1
’'s
treet^neitf Greenest.
Oct 24—dti

SCROFULA,
Kidney Affections, and many other Diseases,

E.

J,

a

RHEUM,

MAINE.

SHEEP, ANIMALS,
express

JNttaE

CHASE, CRAJM & STUltTEVANT,
Widgery Wharf.
Eeb 27—dtf

WESTBROOK, MAINE,

*To. 105 Middle Street,

Should be used by all Farmers

State, forced to sacrifice what
they have, and seek homes elsewhere. And
Tennessee
is
in a much better condition
yet,
than any of the other revolted State*, and affords a stronger loyal population.

■

VERMIN.

SCAB,

driven from tbe

structed,” and that her people cheerfully acJac JO—d3m
cept the results of the war, are tearfully deceived! The whole South Is full of the spirit
of rebellion, and the people are growing more
Real Estate for Sale,
bitter and insolent every day. Rebel newsIn Cape Elizabeth.
papers are springing up all over the South, and
desirable residence in Cape Elisabeth,
speaking out In terms of bitterness and reone mile from Portland
AVEbY
Bridge. The house is
proach against lisa government of the United
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, Ac., all in
States. These papers lead the people, and
oomnlets order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 30.000 feet, and for beauat the same time reflect their sentiments and
of
location
is
ty
unsurpassed in this vicinty.
feelings. Of the twenty-one papers in TenTerm easy. For particulars enquire at
nessee. fourteen are decidedly rebel, outspok*** Conurti* St.,
-J...
en and undisguised, some of them pretending
julv2Sdtf
Portland. Me.
to acquiesce in the
existing state of affairs.—
In all tbe vacancies occurring in our LegislaFor Sale or
“It is said that the test oath should be re- ture, even with our franchise law In force,
pealed, because competent loyal men cannot rebels are ievariably returned, and in some
For Property in this City, c
instances rebel officers, limping irons wounds
be found to fill the office. The statement is a
received in battle, fighting against the United
lie. There are plenty of loyal and capable
POUR BRICK HOUSES to the City of ChelStates forces 1 And yet, I tell you that Tenand two lu the City of Boston.
jfl wa.
men, and if there were not they can be imi2L For farther particulars inquire of
nessee is in a better condition than any other
are plenty.
are and
ported. But there
They
B.wWkR
ruvdvut
bv
e4n
lUUU(llg iWlU
Outers will give you a more favorable acand hunting up office—the secesh did that If
Or J. M. PRINCE, Esq., No. 33 Congress St, Boscount. I cannot in justice to myself and the
men are wanted to go to Congress or fill
ton, Maw.
loyal
March 1—d2w*
truth. I think I know the Southern people.
any other office in the State they can be had I have lived
fifty-slight years in the South, of
in sufficient numbers—and that is the last
For Sale, to close a concern.
chance there will be without another war, to choice, and two at the North of necessity.
I have tbe honor to be,
The Carleton Estate, st the corner of Conshow to rebels and traitors that their game is
and Carleton Streets; measuring about
Very truly, Ac.,
not relished.
fliiii grew
on
feet
and
about
130
leet
on
CarleJ8SJL66
Congress
W. G. Bbowklow, Governor, Ac.
“If any people wish to be represented, let
toa Street, with the three-story House thereon.—
About one-half of the value may remain on mortgage, them send loyal men—men whose garments
fir a number of years. For further in lormatlon apare not so filthy with the stench of treason
A Cause for an Effect.
STEELE & HAYES.
ply to
and rebellion that they cannot be endured.—
Portland, March #, 1866.-d&
A good many people have wondered at the
Let it'become disreputable, and treason will
■-----..ii__
go out ot fashion. Xet the President’s idea of recent temper and moderation of Congress, parFor Sales
alter the provocations to violent talk
making treason ‘omous’ obtain, and we shall ticularly
very desirable lot. of Lands situated on
that have been given, and praise Congress tor
fflHAT
hear no more of unrepresented States out in
A Pearl, between Cumberland an I Oxford St., havits self-control. We do not mean to depreciate
ing about seventy feet frost, and containing over six the cold. I hope there is manliness left in the its
merits in that respect; bat there is, a os use
thousand square foet, sufficiently large for two firstnational Capitol to insist upon the ‘oath.!
for the effect, for which the body is entitled to
class houses.
“And I hope Congress wifi declare and pnt
For particulars enquire of DANIEL PLUMMER,
no particular approval. N»body can laugh and
the whole matter beyond
that no one
■»

Feb 27—dim

TICK,

do.
if the removal of the Federal troope from
Tennessee must necessarily follow upon the
admission of our congressional delegation to
their seats, why, then, and in that case, the
loyal men of Tennessee beg to be without representatives in Congress. But our members
can be admitted, and & military force retained
sufficient to govern and control the rebellious.
I tell you, and through you, all whom it may
concern, that without a law to disfranchise
rebels, and a force to carry out the provisions
of that larV, this State will pass into the
hands of the rebels,, and a terrible state of
affairs Is bonnd to follow. Union men will be

fA

*\e-

Having sold my Stock to Mr. J. F. LAND, I take
this opportunity to thank my old customers for their
patronage, and hope a c mtinuance of the same may
be extended to my successor.
S. B. WAITE.
\
R. I. HTJTjL would inform his friends and the public that he may be found with J. F. Land.

Standing upon a different footing altogether, it does not follow thpt if the Tennesseans
are admitted, the representatives from ether
States lately in rebellion most come to also.
Not a man south of Tennessee should be admitted until those States manifest lest of the
spirit of rebellion, and elect a more loyal set of
men, and men who can take the congressional
test oath, which but few of those elected can

Exchange

Glass Ware

Also, CHANDELIERS and LAftlPe of *>«rr
scriptfrn; KEROSENE OIL and FLUID.

Houses from #1000 to #3000.
n MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.

JAS. F. LEVIN, Apt. South Down Oo.

PRIME

These Coals are ol the very best quality, and warranted to give satislhction.
Also, 50J cords ot best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will se 1 at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.
ESP-Give us a call, and try us.

SALT

"D,

And TABLE CUTLERY.

had at

TOWN

353

White and Bed Ash Coal.

Solicitor of Patents*

China, Crockery,

size

can

Painter, White Sulphur Spring,
MIDDLE STREET.

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

LA 1ST

No. 54 (JslesSl., « • ■ Portland. Me..
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

13 FREE STREET.

-T

Work executed In every part ol the State.
juneldtf

F.

Successor to S. B. Waite,

ARNOLD’S Celebrated INK,

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,

Fresco and Banner

Portland. Maine.

are

All Instruments sold by us are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS A CO.
March 8—(l&wtl

Furnishing Goods!

S8 ndd 90 Middl. St.,
Sept 7—dtf

AT

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
NO. 144

»

Steinway & Sons, of New York.

J.

LOTS,

or to Lease!

lamented

Tennessee was allowed to furnish the c&ndfc*
date for the Vico Presidency on the Republican ticket, and now furnishes the President.
Tennessee continued to be partially represented In both branches of Congress for two
years after the war was commenced, and she
furnished, in all, 35,000 soldiers for the Union
The Tennessee
armies.
representative*
ought to be admitted as an act of justice to
the loyal Tennesseans who stood by the country all through the rebellion, and as a tribute
to Messrs. Lincoln and Johnson in restoring
the State to the Union. Finally, they ought
to be admitted as a means of preventing a
rapture between Congress and the President,
which for the sake of the country, ought to b*
avoided. The President ought to be satisfied
with the admission of the Tennessee delegates
to their seats, and 1 have no doubt would be.

last-ditch men in their places. Dot so far as
that is concerned, they will have the delight
of eating their own dirt.
“The course of reasoning adopted is perfectly natural. The people know who were
the violent rebels who hung ail that differed
with them if they could; and now that these
same men are pardoned with their hands yet
all rgd with the blood of murdered victims,
the conclusion is inevitable that treason is in
favor at Washington city, and thus the fashion
has been set.
“1 don’t know by what influence it has been
achieved; but this I believe, the Executive
confidence has been abased; and great criminals have their pardons long since, while very
worthy men, who were dragged into the' war
against their endeavors, are yet unpanloned.
In this country the most mischievous criminals are absolved, and are now loading the lashion. And now if the President should suffer
himself to be betrayed, or Congress should
lack the Wisdom and firmness to adhere to
the ‘Congressional oath,’ the fruits of the
war are lost, and the work must be done over

al,, Melbourne. Que.ec, Merrill, Turner, Poplar,
Congress, Atlantic. Munjoy, Monument, Willis Sts.,
and the Eastern Promenade, at prices from 1ft. to 30

OF

Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES

i..;No.

Lehigh,

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

Jan IBth—dtf

FORTES.

Pi^no Fortes,
Fortes, among which

Unton St^PoruSyWne.

the administration of the

Lincoln; and as a tribute to his memory the
State ought to be restored to the Union. Tito
Tennessee delegates, as a whole, are loyal, can
take the required oath, and
would, if In their
seats, add to the strength of the Union party.

“The erection for the convention resulted in

FrankUn.Linooln, Mayo, Smith, Frem-nt,
ONHammonfi,
wlnthrop, Walnut, North, Montre-

with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano

his old
dtf

For Sale

The undersigned begs loare to announce that they are manufacturing and
.keep constantly on hand

GEYEB & CALEE’S,

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

RECEIVED and for sale by the undersigned

EOO AND

PIANO

No. 11

HOUSE

Paper!

May he

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

at their Wharf,
JUST

275 Tons Hazel ton

EVERY

LOOK AT THIST
GEYER & ( A Mil'S,
Second-Hand Clothing,
Dry Goods, Woolens;
13 FREE STREET.
FOR SALE
JOBBERS

State

Coal,

to meat

fegdSm

description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
&c., arranged and Set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country iaithfully executed. Ail
xinds ol' JOBBLNG promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descrintioni.
aDrtkltf

cat in a well

under

beating the Union candidates, because they
were'agin us, durin’ of the war/and sending

^TAll

Bowie, Brass & Silver Placed Coclu.

a

have been pardoned; and that has given the
The tashion has been set; «ud‘Umoa
cue.
men,’ ‘Yankees' and ‘radicals’ come in for The
wrathfal explosions of the amiable secesh.—
The President’s magnanimity is misunderstood, his confidence abused by obtaining his
pardou for some of the most infernal monsters that the infernal war did breed; and secesh begins to brag that he will get by the ballot-box what he lost on the battle-field, so ■.

ONE

Warm, Cold add Shower Baths, Wash

supposed

would be without daws. The most violent
and murderous of the rebel leaders obtained
pardon somehow hr other; men who bang
Union men because they were Uuion men

superior new Locomotive Boiler.
One second-hand Engine and stoiiy (1* hone
all
power)
complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Bullies.
One new horixontalEngine (S in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (8 in. cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines: Jack Screws.
kinds of Machinery promptly made had

ENGLISHED BUFFED PAPER

Deerinpr, MillLken & Qo.,

And Gents'

Copartnership Notice.
RUSSELL BARBOUR is admitted a member
• of our firm from Feb. 1st, 1866.
J. & C. J. BARBOUR.
Feb 9—dim

BROKEN AND BOO SIZE.

Commission Merchants,

French

SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

THE

Closets,

all Four Pages.

UNION MEN Or TEXAS.

deal like what it is

For Sale.

and Water

Successor* ta Q. L. Storer If Co.,

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharl, foot of High Street.
Deo 21,1865—dtf

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial

k

OF

Pomps

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

.BOB LADIES COLLABB,

PERKINS, JACKSON & CO.,

Coal,

Force

w

ieSOdtf

Copartnership Notice.
Copartnership hereto ore existing under the
rpHE
1 name of s. k. .1 \OKSSQN A SON,
will be continued after this date under the
of

GENERAL

Ne. t> South Street,

FORMERLY

WISCONSIN.

Feb 24—<16m

CHASE, 0RA1H

A. P. MORGAN.
1. E. HANNAFORD.

Rl

■urn or

STORE,

A fine lot of Letter

thoroughly refitted, and furnished in the

copartnership heretofore
the undersigned
THE

ME

nov9*66dtf

X. chapman.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

P L U M B E

TJI» TOWN

usu-

j

-v

fjh.

Hits excellently located Hotel has been

style

Importer! and Jobber! of

ail branches

sexes received in
first class school.

OPPOSITE CITT BUILDING.

_Jan 19—dtf_-

Portland, Feb’y 19, 1SC6.

a

The services of Mies E. JONES have been secured
as Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, «fce.
A limited number of Private Pupils in the higher
English branches, and in the Languages, will )>e attended to.
0. O. FILES, Principal,
P. O. Box 103,
28 Hanover Street*
Feb. 26—d3w*

For Sale.

on

ADMISSION 07 TENNESSEE.

rectly, and represent me properly. I am decidedly to tavor of admitting the Tennessee
delegation, and have so expressed myself in
ail my private and published letters, as well as
in my messages to the Legislature.
Tennessee occupies a different and better
position than any of the States that participated in the rebellion, and her representatives
should not be placed on the same footing with
those of Virginia, the Caroilnas, Alabama,
Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Ac. Tennessee
amended her Constitution, declared her slaves
free, elected a loyal Governor and Legislature

“
Hotjstoit, Texas.
“Hie facility with which special. pardons
were obtained turned the beads of the secessionists, sad they are at tlieir old tricks of reyilmg 'the northern government,’"‘Yankees’
and ‘radicals’—which latter phraas means
what abolitionist did five years ago, and includes all who don’t regard Jeff. Davis as a
muJ persecuted and pure man.
“A Union man in this country is a good

George

Wanted.

RECEIVED

STATIONERY

on

The Farm formerly known aa the
Small Farm, in the town of
two miles from tl e vilLimiugton,
lage, A d one-half a mile from the
Peat Office, store, church and Acadw—
contains one hundred and eighty acres ol
emy.
good land, w*H divide into tillage, pasturage and
wood land. Produces fifty tons ol hay. Has a large
Orchard, good two story house and ell, finished, painted and in good repair. Good Barn and other necessary out-buildings.
Also a stock ql Farming Tools, if required. Apply
to
A. X* SMALL,
on the premises.
February 28,1MB.
mar2d*w3w«

in aeHyancp.

per year

President Johnson toward the rebels of the
South, and has advocated large measures of
trust and confidence on the part of the Government in dealing with the defeated supporters of secession. Consequently that paper, in
publishing the folk)whig, wbleh It commends
to the special attention of Us readers m coming from an intelligent and loyal Texan, cannot well be accused of prejudice or illiberality
toward the people of the South. “The suggestious of the letter seem to us,” says the
v
! Pott, “to be In- the right direction s’*.

STREET.

IlCnt Wanted.

$8,00

The New York Evening Pott has, as is well
known, steadily sustained the mild policy of

PROCTER,

fTiHREE or more rooms, suitable for housekeeping.
J. Address
GEO. H, LEFAVOR,
March 2
Frees Offloe. j

A SMALL TENEMENT, suitable for a famof three persons. Bent moderate. Reforii
■ileuce at this office.
marJ-dtf

-——AT THE-

TERM begins March 5th. Pupils received at any time iu the Term.
Particular attention paid to Young Men preparing
themselves for College. Excellent opportunities olfered to Young Ladies or Young Gentlemen wishing
to study French, German, Latin, Botany, Mathemat-

MORGAN.

Sweat will be In Washington after the 1st of
January, and will attend to any business entrusted

|

JUST

HALL,

International Hotel,

OHUROHILL, BROWNS & MANSON.

Mit.

Wanted.
CARRIAGE

SMITH wanted. Apply at E. H.
AFebLEMONT*S
Carriage Manoihctory, Preble St.
20—d3r*

PORTLAND.

c

j

Leering Bridge, »gol<l Bracelet set with let;
have the same by applying at the
Office, proving property and paying onargee.

Portland, March sir-alw*

WM. PAINE, 163 Middls Street

i

J.M.G.

—

THE

Brick House and Lot, with Stable, on
Cumberland St.,
$1,500
Wooden House and Lot, with Stable, on
Cumberland St.,
t*,G0O
Woofcn Home and Lot, with Stable, on
Whmot St.,
$1,000
Brick Houae on Oak St,,
$s;o0o
Brick House on Pearl St.,
$3,200
•Also, some very desirable locations on Cohobbsb,
***** I’m* apd Carleton Streets, from $9000 to $14,000, and several Homes snd Lots on Biddle Strt ot,
frsm$4,000 to $18,000, together with several deeinU
ble Beeidenccs in
Gorham, Be., and adjacent to the
City on the line ot' Railroad.
Wnb»-iL.w
Li

PortlandlM^

References given. Address

ON

Gas

a

Jan 12—eod3m

PORTLAND ACADEMY I

al

Made.

goods

other,sent tree.
Sold only by

C. PARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleaning Bed and

of both

MAXCY,

are prepared to make LlbEftin
m store,
ADVANCES on
or
Also on vessels or any other

undersigned

Manner,

Short Notice,

At

gff
Mill

man of experience-, a situation as Book-keepin tome Wholesale establishment or Lumber

the owner can

New Styles of Cases,
Richly Finished nud Highly Ornamented.
IW Illustrated Catalogues, containing cuts taken
from Photographs, showing their relative size to each

ics

JOSE,

SMALL.
ja!6d2m

Advances

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Wasliing prompt-

y attended to.

CO.

Portland, Jan. 1,1869.

St.

FREE STREET.

subscribers have this
formed a copartnership for the transaction of the Wholesale Crockana Ul: as Ware business, under the firm name

BOSS & FEENr,

STTJ000 AND MASTIO W0MEE8,
Ouk Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

-/>

UNION

Copartnership.

C. E.
K.S.
J. C.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Hanover

d

Aad Satisfaction Guaranteed In all Cases,

CO.,

It this day disaolved by mutual consent. The business will herealler be conducted by N. A. FOSTER,
who will pay all demands against the late llrm, and
to whom all indebted will make payment.
H. A. FOSTER,
J. T. OILMAN.
1SG*.
t«7dtf
Jam.
1,
Portland,

noi8d(iia

PLASTERERS,

36

C.

..—

Secessionists in Federal Offices.

-BY-

JOHN

T.TTina

Found

were

erating Sound-Box, or Wind Cheat, and are finished
in the highest style ofart, in Rosewood, Jet, Walnut,
ancfOak finish, richly varnished and Polished, or in
smooth Oil Fitw, forming defiant pieces of furniture
for Che Parlor or Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut
especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge
:
Rooms.
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with
our new PATENT improvements, containing the
Improved Knee Swell,Doable Bellows,two Blow Pedals, and TRE HOLO found in no other instrument.

GENTS’ LINEN*

name

THE

Praneinnee

/

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
LINEN
without injury to Ihe finest fabrics.

heretofore

Va.

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell A
Senior; Gerrlsh A Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;

No.

anplving to
Hanuhond StTand

Feb 26—2w*

First Premium awarded to the American Organs at
the Great New York State Agricultural Fair at
Rochester, September, 1864, over the whole catalogue
recently occupied by Messrs McCAF.THY & BER
UY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES exhibited by the most celebrated makers.
of
ORGANS are the ONLY
THE AMERICAN
BEAL REED ORGANS now before the phblie. The
only Organ having a REVERBERATING SOUND
which will be manufectured Into Garments which
BOX or WIND CHEST—which has the same imporcannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
tant part to perform as the Sounding Board has in a
AIfo a Fine asssortment of
Piano Porte (to give body and resonance of tone) and
Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
without Which the Organ becomes merely a MelodeParticular at eation paid to BOYS* CLOTHING— j on ill an Organ Case. The American Organs not onCutting done to go out of the Store.
ly have the Wind-Chest or Sound-Box but have the
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
large Organ Bellows, giving power and great steadireasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
ness of tone.
These with their extreme fine voicing
Remember the place
of the Reeds and perfecting ot the tone, make them
No* 96 Exchange Si reef,
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, in
Nearly opposite Post Office.
fineness ot workmanship, finish of action, and case,
Portland, Not. 9th. 1866.
nolStf
they excel all others. These great Improvements
and superiority of fame and wermanship of the Amerean Organs plane them In the front rank as the best
and command a higher price than any other reed in-4 KA TON8 JOHN’S CHESTNUT COAL, at strument In the market. A careful examination oi
Il)U SI 3.00 per ton.
them, in comparison with others, will quickly show
ALSO,
their superiority.
450 tons John's Store and Egg Coal.
Special attention is called to the style qf the Apeb500 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal.
ioan Organ, No. IT, containing the Super-Octave
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal.
<
300 tons Locust Mountain Store and Egg Coal.
Coupler and Sub-Baas. FOR CHURCHES in want
200 tons nee Burning Store Coal.
ot a powerful instrument, whose means are limited,
V\ eli picked and screened; delivered to any part of
its price renders it very desirable.
the city at the lowest price for Cadi.
ALSO.
Every Organ U Warranted to Prove
200. tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use; and all
Satisfactory.
kinds of hard and soit Wood, on hand and for sale by
THE AMERICAN ORGANS all have the Reverb-

copartnership
existing between
the subscribers, under the firm
THE
of

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,

Noeiolk,

HAS

Got up in the Best Possible
&

er

Meath ef October, 1865, over all competitors, nt different State and County' Fairs,

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY.

a

N. A. FOSTER

WORCESTER,

a

BY
irade.

awarded tn the American Organ* in the

Tailor,

opened a FIRST CLASS CLOTHING
STORE, At
No. 96 Exchange Street,

Dissolution.

Portland, Mb.

GENERAL

Clark

SONS,

LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.
fe22tf

IN

Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds
of Produce.
sep20dlyr

CHISAM,

Seventeen—17—First

22

■

Heading Matter

Real Estate for Sale !

log of hard

THE

Nashville, Jan. 15,1868.
To Hon. Schuyler Colfax:
Dear Sir: Your letter of the 9th tost was
received last evening, and I am glad to hare
an opportunity to set myself
right/ as it regards the admission of the Tennessee delegation to their : eats. You understand me cor-

March 8, 1868*

daily issue of the Press is larger than the com
circulation of 4fl the other dailies tm the city.

Terms

Wanted.

THE AMERICAN ORGAN makes Home Attractive,and refines and elevates the mind* ot all. Beautitalloite appearance and effects.

SO Commercial Street,
Jan 13—dtf
Bead Maine Wharf.

Grocery and lishermen’s Outfittnff Business.

DRIED APPLES, Ac.

rp~ Consignments solicited.

&

Street,

The most perfect and beautiful Musical Instrument
in the world'for the American Home Circle. x

band all, McAllister a oo.,

copartnership

a

For the transaction ol

Butter, Cheesy Eggs, Lard, Beans

HENRY P.

have formed
ot

DANA

L.

Commission Merchants,

No. 3 Lim Street,

Notice.

nau.e

Waltham

can

WIILIAk McAKTHDR,

The

HABBISON BAKER, Proprietor.

Jan 30—dt!

paying expenses.
Portland, Me., March 6th, 1866.-d3t*

■

iebldSm

PliODUOE

AND

copart-

for the purpose of carrying on the SHIP BROKERAGE, SHIP CHANDLERY and GROCERY BUSINESS, and have taken the stand of ROSS BROTHERS, 73 Commercial Street.
WM. ROSS, Jb..
ALVAN ROUNDY.
Feb
I860.
fe20d3w
19,
Portland,

Copartnership
i_

a

name

~

a

capital.

small

JAMES ANDREWS,
Uiddeford

BOSTON, MASS.

NEW STOEEl

Copartnership Notice. COAL, COAL, C04Z
undeisijfced have this day formed
THE
of
nership under the firm

HILTON Sc co.,

AND

past patronage so very liberally beby strict attention to the wants of
merit the same lor iho future.
GEO. fl. MITCHELL.

ho hopes
his customers, to

con-

Found Adrift.

Woolens, Foreign & Domestio,

GEO. n. MITCHELL,
F. F. WALKER.

COBB,

C.

dis-

authorized to sign in liqui-

dation.

Tremont, opposite

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

Merchant

good

good Stone-Cat-

Beck Cove,
Friday, the 2d into,
INwood:
the owner
have it by

MANUFACTORY,

in or

W. F.

..

Wanted.

twelve

on

ALL WOOL FLANNEL 36 Cents.
of thoae all Linen Army Sheet* tor
1.40. Pillow Slips 36 cte.
A complete and g.neral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prloes.
White
A few

NEW STOEE,

1

toves.

AMERICAN ORGANS !

copartner-

Solo Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and

Wear."

129 Middle Street.

DAN'L F. EMERY, JB.
March 6,1888. —d&w2w

Portland, Me

and

Apply

Bee 27—dtf

Spring

a

ON

—

Thursday Morning,

The undersigned being compelled (on «ccount oi ill health) to relinquish Hotel business, offers for sals ths lea e and a portion
L_|0f the fixtures ot said house.
Xfiie uotel ranks among ths first In the country,
and comuian.is a large proportion oi ths travel.
It
has one hundred twenty-five rooms, perlectlr ventilated and substantially furnished. Attached to the
houae an Bathing Booms, Shaving and Billiard Saloons, &e. In connection with the house is a large
aud convenient Stable, with a fine livery stock.
To
any one desirous of entering the hotel business will
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a

tors to cut abutment and pier stone.
WANTED
to

Prints, 15 to 25 Cents.

American

fel4dtf

FURNACES, RANGES,
OF

Immediately,

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

Notices

The understood have this day formed
ship under the uauie and style ot

Stone- Cutter8

OF

WOOLEN GOODS, for

M. BENSON.

A.
1866.

tBr

children,

PRESS,

■

location—on a Street
traversed by the Horse Cars preferred. Rent
1150 to $250. Have lived in one house fifteen
years: may occupy another as long if satisfactory.
Address box 1753 Post Office.
fe22dtf

Letter from Governor Browillow.

PORTtAND.

House.

Augusta

Wanted.
man and wife, no
venient rent in a central
a

DAILY

-OF TJfE-

130 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine.

Nov 23—dtf

TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.
A HBW LOTS

for the purpose of carrying on the Hardware, Cutlery aad Window-Glass business.
DAN’L F. EMERY.
JOSHUA W. WATERHOUSE,
EDWARD A. EMERY,
FREDERIC W. EMERY,

WORKERS

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

LINEN DAMASK and

EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO„

Choking, Office and Parlor Stoves,

Wanted.

AN

lot oi

COTTONS !

WOOD,

the lowest market

at

rates, delivered in any part of the city.
BERLIN MILLS WHARF.

Portland, Ms.,

MAINE,

•

For Sale and to Let.

Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and usefhl patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKL'RSON & CO.,

Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached

Manufacturers ef and Dealers in

PUMPS,

S, D. & H. W. Smith’s

Wants, Lost and Found.

DeLaines and Ginghams,

sale of all kinds st

Spruoe, Pine and Hemlock Lumber, Laths,
Clapboards, Shingles, &c.

SON,

&

No. 3k Exobans* Street,

And

new

Miscellaneous.

Rich Dress Goods!

<£ HOUGHTON,

comae

N.

entire

an

Terms $8 per annum, in advance.
■_•

For the transaction of a general

Copartnership

Business Cards.
A.

Hare just received

1866.

I

__

Miscellaneous.

a

..n.i.——___

narno

inch

■gmi-1

_..

Business Notices.

undersigned have this day formed
THE
and style of
nership under the

...-

PORTLAND, THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH 8,

_•

_

invariably

in—p—

...

■■

Vol. 5.

Established June 23, 1802.

•

_____

Lost;

IN

or near City Hall,on Monday ,a portmonnale containing $20 and two tickets to the opera.
lesvlng lt

The finder shall be liberally rewarded by
mh7d3t
the Press Office.

at

the quantities of ioe
the earth are very near-

tyit is probable that

opposite poles of been held that
there
it has
ly equal, though
South Pole than at the

-t the
must

be

North

more

at

the

Pole, in consequence of the greater

South Polar night by a whole
length of the
continuance of the sun on
week. The longer
the north side of the equator is, however, very

probably nearly counterbalanced by the

excess

of sea over the land in the Southern Hemi

sphere.

be angry at the same time, and while Rogers of
New Jersey, occupies a seat, Congress mast
laugh. He will speak, and when he speaks his
auditors cannot tail to be in a merry mood.
Rogers is a conservative, one of that sort defined by the witty Frenchman, who said that
your real conservative was a man who, if h«
had lived at the lint day of creation, would
have found fault with the Creator for disturbing the chaos. Kogers regrets that tbe Great
Amendment was passed; it disturbs tbe natural relations of the White and black races. Rogers believes in human rights—particularly in
the right of one man to own another.
Rogers
thinks every slave liberated ought to he paid
for, because the owner waa deprived of bis property ; but Kogers will not pay for the property
which the stave had in himself and ms labor,
and of which he was deprived daring three generations. Kogers believes that an unpardoned
rebel and public enemy has as much claim to
legislate over naps anybody else; and a Uttle
more

ad.

Kogers ventilate* all these, and other opin
ions, nearly every day. Congrese most explode
in laughter; Congress remains undignified perIn short, Rogers
haps, but good-natured.
serves the useful purpose of the gentlemen
dressed in motley, whom the English kings
used to keep to dissipate the iU-hnmora of their

vi

oourts.—[Post.

_

How to Cloths the Lrnti Owes.—
A sensible English mother, writing to a London paper in regard to children’s drees, makes
the following statements respecting her method of clothing her little ones. Many American mothers might take a hint therefrom t

My little girl wears flannel frocks make Ugh
to her neck, with a full body back and frost,
bishop sleeves, and a sash of the same as the
frock with long ends. You may tnm the little frock as you like. I usually put white and
black washing braid on, as then it has not to
be taken off each time the frock is washed.—
A scarlet er violet flannel made in this way is

very pretty, finished off with a narrow White
frill around tne neck. My little bov of three
is dressed exactly the same. I think English
mothers are so foolish to keep their poor little
children in short sleeves and low-necked frocks
all the winter.. Children ieel the cold as much
as we do, and you can see by their blue, congested arms and cheeks how unhealthy It is.
I have lived a great deal abroad, and there
vou&lway see quite little tiny things with
high-necked frocks in the winter. It saves
countless colds and coughs, besides looking so
much nicer, in my opinion.
Railroad over the Hoosac Mofstadl—A
survey for a railroad around a ud over the Hoosac Mountain has boon com pie led and estimates made, by which it is oompuled that instead
of tunnelling the mountain, the State may relinquish the tunnel to the Troy and Greenfield
Company, and prooeed to build the new road
for a much less amonnt of money than baa already been sunk in the bore. It is said that the

road oyer the mountain could be oompleted
within a year. The plan contemplates going
nearly to the top of the mounti in, and then by
switches making a detour of five mlW It would
be possible to transport over the mountain an
amount of freight as large as the Western railroad, at an ejepenso of $100,000 smaller than it
conld be earned through the tunnel even if
that was to coet no more than its originators
thought it would at the outset This whole subject Will soon be brought before the Legislature. The delay of the Western Railroad in
building their long-needed double track, west of
Springfield, will give a great Impetus to the en-

terprise.—(Boston Transcript

|-y~ A gentleman living In Gallatin County, 111., writes to the New York Farmers' Club,
that fever and ague, more than anything else,
retards the settlement of many of the moet
fertile portions of the West. Daring the past
autumn fever and ague, and diseases of that
class, were more prevalent than for many years
before. Probably more than one-half of the
inhabitants of the southern half of the State
were attacked, and many died.
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correct as can be. The following Is a list
of vessels built iu the Belfast District iu lto'», copied
irorn a Boston
paper. It includes those built at
btockto®, a list otvwkich we took from a c^ntempcuiuy, bus it “was inaccurate iu several particulars,” and we inseit agai
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the Fenian Treasury of late, but will even
then prove inconsiderable for the exigency of
actual war. There is no source of revenue

Total,.

adequate to the needs of the proposed revolution, so far as can now be judged, and without * revenue the army of 300,000 men, said
to beenrolledon Irish soil, cannot be maintained long enough to break the power of
1

England,

_

.']

Canada may tmw icepose more peacefullyIt appears the Fenians don’t want her. For
the rest, Senator Meany’s resolutions demanding the recall of Mr. Adam3 from the coast of
8t> James will probably have but little Weight
at

Washington—unless

the status of a Con-

federate American citizen, who has taken the
amnesty oath, and is now getting straiglUway
into another rebellion, should appear to the
President to be a matter to be left entirely to
the Executive.

On

one

paint, the Fenian leaders and
ftilly informed. The

their followers should be

United States will not consent to occupy in
straggle which may occur, the ground
they blamed England for taking during their
own rebellion. Belligerent rights will not bo
accorded to the Irish republic until they are
earned. There will be no winking at violations of the neutrality laws. The United
States-wilknoi permit theirjsorts to be used
And any hosas depots of arms or supplies.
tile movement toward nations with whom we
are at peace, will no doubt be quelled, when-ever the preparations assume a tangible form
The duty of the governon American soil.
ment Is plain. The traditions all point one
way. We have suffered wrong, hut we cannot
afford to do wrong.
any

fcj/- \Vb leftrfl from the Boston AdvtrHur
that to the question “How dost ?" propounded
ia the street by Bostonians Tuesday,people naturally responded “Dosty.” X remarks that in
Portland, the weather was “more pleasing tc

the eye” yesterday than the day before.
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went ashore in

a snow

on

collector.

Libellant, while in command of barb Eliza
White, on or about March 17th, IS64, on her

voyage from Portland to lleaufort, picked
up
six bales of
cotton, which he carried into
where
Beaufort,
it was taken possession of
by
a United States
On representation to
agent.
the Treasury Department said cotton was
ordered to be sent to Portland: hut tt
got mixed
4P with other lots, and was sent to New York

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
W. Raymond.

Dancing School—J.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Boots and Shoes—T.E. Moseley & Co.—Beaton.
AUCTION COLUMN.

Auction Sales—E. M. Patten.

Kales—Henry BaiUy & Co.
Mafbleand Alabaster Gocls—E. M. Patten.

Auction

squall

on

Sunday night,

;

25tlx

“Cld 5th, brigs Nellie Mowe, Leeman, Barbadoes;
Proteus, Mahoney, Boston; sch Trade Wind, Clark,
Ponce, PR.
NEW YORK—Ar 5th, brig Leonard Myers, Wicks,
Baltimore; schs New Globe, Bray. Elizabethport for
Boston; Isis, Harding, do for Providence.
Ar 6th, ship Q Grinnell, Spencer, fm London; sch
Laguna, Dodge, lizabethport for Providence.
Cld Gtb, ship Reunion, Nichols, for San Francisco;
barques Helen Augusta. Wilson, Port au Prince ;
Annie Sherwood, Gilchrist, Havana ; brig Atlas,
Mitchell, do* sch Flying Fish, Thompson, Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar Gtb, brig Chas Heath, Dix,

Elizabethport.

NEWPORT—Ar 5th, sch Watchman, Crabtree,
Providence tor Baltimore.
BOSTON—Ar 6th, schs Brilliant, Dunbar, Belfest;

October, Scott, Bath.
ArTth* sch Uncle Samj- Spear, Roc Hand.
-Cld 7th, brigs Marine. Cook, Cieniuegos: Fidelia,
Stone, Matanzas; sch Mary Farrow,Condon, Bel last.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Smyrna 8th ult, btf g Wm Mason, Small, ftn
New York, to load for Boston.
At Miltord Haven 16th ult, ship Lizzie Moses, AusAr at

tin, from London for New York, wtg wind.
At Honolulu Jan 20, barque Smyrnlote, Lovett, for
San Francisco, ldg.
Ar at Pernambuco 11th ult, baruqe Lucy E Ashby,
Ashby, from Shangbae, for New York next day.
Sid ftn Rio Janeiro Jan 20, ship Chas A FarweU,
Grant, (trom Callaoj foi Cork, having repaired.
At St Thomas 12th ult, barque Sarah A Staples,
Staples, unc: brig Hmma, Billings, from Antigua,
10th.

Sid tpa Kingston, Jamaica, 8th ult, sch A Ryerson,
,!
-1
Houghton, Savanna-la-Mar.
At Port au Prince 23d ult, sch Northern Star, ior
Boston next day.
A t, Matanzas 23-1 ult, barque Abm Barker, Kirby,
*-

M

Shepard, Cook,

St
March 8, no lat, <&c, jliipSt Marks, from Liverpool
for New York.
No date, lit 38 28; Ion T3{, brig Julia B Axey, from

Cienfuegos for Now

York.

New Advertisements.
Valuable Estate at Auction.
Probate Court
Cumberland, I shall sell at

License from the

to
for the County of
PURSUANT
auction,

the 31st day of
at 11 o’clock In the forenoon, on the
whereof
Sumner’ Fogg,
premises, all the real estate
late of said Portland, died ale zed and possessed.
Said estate is situated on Sprue* Street, in said
Portland, ;Gne-Israel eontainS tWD large pwelliug
Houses, each containing twelve finished rooms, one
of them being on the comer of Emery and Spruce
Srreets, both, well supplied with excellent water, and
in all resects pleasant and confident; underneath
is a capacious Store, well arranged, and as a stand
fbr the Grocer. and Provision bualneM has few equals
in the city. The lothasafrqntage on Spruce street of
about 73 feet, and on Emery treet of about 116 feet.
There tea mortgage on it of $2,000 given Oct. 7,1856,
to David Hall, the interest on which Las been p:dd up
to Oct 7,1834; also, another mortgage on which is
claimed to bo due S3-17 and interest rrom Oct 7, 1804.
O'.Tlie other parcel adioins the above, bee a frontage
on Spruce street of about 87 feet, and has a depth of
about 106 tect, having a small stable thereon, and Is
subject to a mortgage given to. Isaac Uoding and
wife, N«v. 14th, 1866, on which there, if due a balance
j
of about S2t«0 more or less.
The equity of redemption ol the first parcel will ho
sold suh'oet to the right of widow’s dower in said
equity, (she having, relinquished her dowor in said
first named mortgage], and of the latter subject torher
right of dower in the entire lot,

publJo

March

on

noit,

SATyUDAY,

•.

occupancy, Tbesale will be absolute, and the
torms’caah:
CABOLINE-EOGG, Adm mistral rix.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
-*r
Fob 26,1666.1
sons!

mhSdjp

notice.

Copartnership

yd 5IW«4 gil M bMeqO w*H u bn A
mHE undersigned have this day formed a copart1 ucfShip nnocr tht firm name of
aauoH kao.c
hut *

1

_

PATTERSON tCHADBOURNE,
For the purpose of fvoeectttfog all claims
State or United States.

against the

Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of Pay,
prize Money,
SECURED AT SHOfeT NOTICE.
u 4 U
V
Q Vxrv ra \
\ II f\
unsettled accounts, can receive
certifleatea of nan-indobteunese, with Arrears of Pay,
together with all extra allowance*, by calling at our
office. Whenever the equalisation of Bountie* for
Soldiers,ot 1801,1862, and 1863, shall be determined,
wo oudlbe-prepared to sbetire the additional Bounties and Land Warrants, in the shortest possible
lime. ;
|3f“ No charge for services unless tuccettful.
Noney advanced on claims.
(No. 821 Exchange S£, over Eastern ExOUlees s !
press Office, Portland, Me.
(No. UOttPeu. Avqnue, Washington, D. C.
NK
ERA
C'.'PATTftRSON, PA tfL 0HADBOURNB
late Mai. 1st Me. Cav,
late U»ut. 6th Me. Veto.
mhSoodlwnwlt* a
Narch 1,|II*6.

O
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special
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M. M. Butler tor libellant.
Collector.

theii admiration of it until another

The Court decreed libellant $125 ana eosts.
H. K. bewail, of Wisc->sset, for libellant.—
No appearance for respondents.
MUNICIPAL COURT, MAB..

Musical genius of the highest order is scarce
ie this world, and always has been, and it
probrfbly always will be. But few possess that
inspiration which is essential to the writing of
an Opera which is destined to live and interest
How

costs.
p dill ip E.

happy liosini must

police offi-

No

Mebcy.—“No'Mercy, or '.kestrels

and

Falcons,” Is the title of a brilliant, new nov<
by the author of “Guy Livingston
“Sword
and Gown, &c., which is announced
in tho

How pleasant to know that

pleasure

a

and

while the latter was in the exec-atlon of
his
duty, was fined $10 and cost3, whi eh he paid.

be in his old age, when he looks out upon the world from his retirement, and reads
the accounts of the performance of his Operas
and Oratorios.

Golden, for restating

and

cer

now

he has afforded so much refined

7:

Mathew Me Glinchy, for drunker mess
disturbance, paid a fine of three dollars

--

coming generations.

U. F. Talbot for

Bainbridge Reed, Jr., libellant, v Leri R.
Blake, master, and Wm. Blake, managing owner of schooner Luther Dana.
Libel to recover balance of wages due on a
fishing voyage.

them.

,,

brig

ing to $1,S>4<5.80, was sent to Collector Washburn, to be retained by him until, by proper
judicial proceedings, it could be ascertained to
whom they belonged.
On a full
bearing, Judge Ware decided that
the gross amount of
proceeds, after deducting
costs and
expenses, be paid to libcilant.

is composed and introduced upon the lyric
We are now speaking of Operas that
stage.
have great merit and a name to live.
Many
are brought forth which die soon after they
are born, and their authors’ fame dies with

CHARLESTON—Ar 4th, brig Rolerson, Scott, from
Bostoh.
Sid 28th, ship Southern Rights, Ross, Liverpool;
brigs Meteor, Carman, and Anna D Torrey. Pressey,
Vft
Georgetown «C.
WILMINGTON—Ar 1st, sch J MaxJield, May, ftn
Charleston.
BALTIMORE—Cld 3d, brig Frances Jane, Martin,
St John PR.
PHILADELPHIA--Cld 5th, brig Hampden, Nick-

throw Bpftoti) Ibr Honduras

By order of the Treasury Department, the
proceeds of the sale of said six hales, amount-

one

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAJf Fit AN CISCO—SKI Jan 4, drip Nor Wester,
Mosher, Callao.
PENSACOLA—A1,20th. brigs Violet, Adams, New
York: 2Ufrwfeb-jiaffter,(;6o»aba, Boston.'
Cld 22a, sen TTonefct Abe,*Conary7 Lavaeca.
VANNAH.—Ar 27th, brig Chesapeake, Newhall,

lor New York: and others.
Sid On Grand Turk Jan 27,

and sold there.

In musical circles it is the all absorbof social talk, and the dilettanti nev-

er cease

A tetter from Jamestown, RI, states that two
brigsAre ashore ou Conanicut Island, 14 miles irom
Dutch Island Light House, supposed to be the Catharine Rogers, and Charles Heath, from. Elizabethport
fox Providence, with eojd.

ar

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Portland Rolling Mills.—Special Meeting.
House f »r Sale—Ifred Haskell.
For Sale—Stock, Ac.
House lor Sale—Wcybfcok.
Copartnership—Patterson & Chadb-ume.
Now Spring Goods—Mrs. M. E. Be«llow.

ing topic

bitten.

New

_

—

New Adrcrtiftcmruta To«Daf

NEW

PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—In Admiralty.
Isaac II.
Varuey, libellant, v proceeds of six bales of
cotton in the hands of Israel
Washburn, Jr. *

ty Advertisers trill benefit themselves, as well a«
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the day.

ticles.

in

T1TJRSUANT to a vote of the Director* passed this
IT day, notice 1b hereby given that
X. SpecialMeetliigtrfthe Stockholders of the Portland Rolling Mills will be holdcn at the offloe of the
9
Air Elisha Wi.slow, aged 07 years.
“Cdftipahy, In Portland, on MONDAY, March 181b,
In WitjeasseL Ecb 28, Mr jUeorge S Young, aged 37
1SC6, at three o dock, Pi H,, t# act upon the following business.
J
In Wlscaseet, March 1, Annie, daughter oi Capt ! UtrJa,determine whether the Stockholders will
accept an Act to amend the charter ot said Company
and additional to same, approved February Tth, 1800.
2d—To consider and act upon a proposed amendDEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
ment to Article First, Section 1 of the By-Laws of
FROJ<
DATE.
'FOR*
/KAMB
whether they will authorise any
Cuba.New York. .Liverpool.. .March 7
Allamenia__ .! .Now York. .Southampton.Mch 7
peraod to make and execute, conveyance of any of
ol
said
the
Company, and agree upon
real estate
Vork*.Havana ....March 7
Eagle....^w
lines ofdivision between the property of saidporpoNorth American.. .Portland.. .Liverpool.. .March 10
that
owned
ration
by the Atwood Lead Company.
pud
Henry Cliauncey. .New York. .California. ..March 10
4th—ToliansaCt-anyMtlii’r business that may leEdinburg.NewYork.. Liverpool... March 10
said
come
before
.March
10
meeting.
Erin.New York. .Liverpool..
gally
Dated at Portland this 7th day of March. A. D. 1666.
Hermann......Now York..Bremen... ..March U)
QUO. E. 11. JACKSON, Clerk.
Asia.Boston......LiveFpddL. .March 14
March 8—dtd
Tonaw.anda.Boston.Havana... .March 15
Lahi8iqaa.I....4.,.New York*. Liverpool...March 17
Alig<*r?..: t... .;. New Tot*.. Liverpool v.Ida* 4b 17
North America... .New York. .Bio Janeiro March 29
Corsica...New York. .Havana._March 3tt
-* * "
■"
-r
~t —
RECEIVED trom Boston, a rich assortMiniature Almanac....v.. .March 8*
ment of

MARHSTE

VICINITY.

The

Saltkill Dodges, near Lepreaux, and w ent to
four hours. Henry Demagcr, oi Dennis,
was lost by the capsizing of the boat alongside.
The
rest of the crew were saved, but are badly fr ostuit,

pieces

Sd-2ToSetermlne

menian.

U. S. DI STRICT COURT.
FEBRUARY TERM.—WARE, J.,

The New Opera—Don Bobo.
bringing out of a new Opera is an
event that produces quite a sensation in any
of the large cities of Europe, and especially in
Italy or Germany. Such an event is marked
as an epoch, and affords a grand subjet of conversation and of newspaper and magazine ar-

9773 44

DISASTERS.
1
Sch Adelaide, of and from Portland for Suffolk,Va*
ashore
went
on South Beach, near Edgartown,
Which
some weeks since, was got off and towed into Ed gar
is
town 3d tnst. She
tight and apparently has received no iojury by being ashord. She will veload her
cargo ot luipbcr and proceed ou her voyage.
Sob Fbur Brothers, Ewart, t om St John HB for
Boston, with lumber, went ashore on Moose Peak
27th ult, knocking off her keel, and otherwise badly
damaging her. She has been condemned.
Sell]Matamoras, Wilson, from Portland for St John

BASHEBSH CANDY t
The attention of thepubiic is invited to Baiheetli
Candy, which is recommended to them ae the beat
Gray Redeemed.
To the Editor tf'tne Prest:
medicine known ter the euro oi all diseases of the
The redemption here indicated is not such ; Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The propriedence,Beige states that Savfet Pasha’s wife is as is usually meant by such a heading.' Mot tors,in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
at Constantinople, and was not present at thr
sustain the high reputation it has already acapolitical redemption, for Gray is still'the iully iu various parts of the United States.
To those
quired
ball. The lady mistaken for her was Madame
Democratic town as heretofore. But Gray is who
always let their prejudices blind their ludgment
Abro Effendi, wife of the president of the Ot- redeemed
i t is useless to present facts or arguments, but to othfinancially.
toman financial commission, who is a Greek byGray is a quiet fanning town in th% center ers we fisel that lOwill besuftioienttdeartliatwe offer
birth and a Catholic, and her husband an Arof Cumberland County. By the last census it. no now discovery or experiment; our goods are standThere was, consequently, nothing exIn the Bast, Hasheesh it the beginning and
ard.
contained 1,763 inhabitants. It has sent into
at
the
ball.
in
their
presence
traordinary
the cud of MetliciM; 'lt.lfiimtcd for numberless dis151
of
its
own
wax
of
‘the
35
whom, eases, and tbat itis used with success we need only
—All the bridges of Paris are now opened
citizens;
have died in the service. It has raised for refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of trav- <
free of toll, the bridge of the Grin elle, which
was the only one at which toll was taken, hav-"
wait purposes $38,959.72. The town, early in clers in all ages. Thai it Should so long have escaping been thrown open to the public on the first the war adopted the, apostolic injunction, ed the practical science of tho Western World, it an
fact; but now that it is prepared in such
day of tho present year.
“Owe no man anything,* or in other words, astonishing
a form as to make it pleasant, tab, and above all, efSunrise^.M,.6^4 Moon seta.12.05 AM HOSIERY,
4. well-known French artist, Bouvin, has “Pay as you go. A large portion of the war
San sots :. .5.64 High water.3.30 PM
fective, there can be no doubt that it Is destined to
-ft. gloves,
hanged himself on aecount of the distress in debt was assessed in
oi
the
rate
of
and
the
the
confidents
obtain
especially
1864,
public,
carrying
which he and his family had for some time
DRESS BRAIDS,
can
it. is prepared.
Invalids
whose
relief
for
four
those
about
and
a
the
to
half
cent,
up
per
upon
KNITTING COTTON,
been plunged. It is reported that before comit contains not a particle of opium,
that
be
assured
The entire balance was assessed in
YARN,
mitting the deed he said that perhaps his death dollar.
or anything olse that is in any way injurious to the
And a variety of other articles usually found at a
1865 carrying the rate up to nine per cent,
would give his children the bread he could not
PORX..OF I'OBTU »**.).
it is an agreeable and permanent
that
but
system,
STORE!
upon the dollar. By a careful analytical regive them while he lived.
FANCY
tonic.
VV?d»e»day, March 7«
—AT-Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
—Concerning the monument to John Bun- port, submitted to the town, by the selectmen,
AttKlYED.
Price—Largo Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
on Monday last, it appeared that the entire inyan, proposed to be erected in the town of BedSteamer Montreal, Liscomb, Boston.
all
Sch J l) Ingraham, Dickerson, Boston.
ford, England, the treasurer of the fund has is- debtedness oi the town is paid, and a balance, Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by Drug-,
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston.
MedicineDealtrs.
or
Patent
51 Middle Street*
and
Apothecaries,
gists
sued a circular in which he says that‘‘it is re- in the treasury of $3,080.53.
Sch BraznlialL, Hamilton, Boston.
March 8—dlw
SYLtho
manuiactured
and
solely by
Imported
Sch
Harriet
Boston.
the
monument
that
shall
Fuller,
Upton,
take
solved
the form
While this result is eminently gratifying to VAN OBIKNT COMPANY, 151 Washington St.,
Sch Julia Frances, Woodbury, Machias for Boston.
For Sale.
ef large and handsome schools, to be called
the citizens of Gray, it affords encouragement
CLEARED.
MO
(opposite tho Old South Church,! Boston, Mass.
fixtures and good will of a light
o.
tools,The Bunyan Booms.”'
CJTOCK,
Steamer Dirigo, Sherwood, New York—Emery &
to other towns, which, iu view of their heavy
W. F. PHILLIPS & 66., Agents for Maine.
"O manufacturing business, well established in this
FOX.
I
_Austria has just been troubled with one of
» o
mm
citv. A cash business, and without competition
Feb 15—ssdtwlr
taxation are perplexed with the question,
N Stowers, StoWert, Matanzas—Lynch, BarBrig
has
been
and
will bo sold at ft great bargain, ns the owner is to
and
trying,
her periodical panics,
ker
&
Co.
a
town
“Can we do it?” Gray shows you
leave the city In a lew days. A cash capital of $400
OTITINE.
F Young, Ilume, Trinidad—Geo S Hunt.
Sch
happliy acquitting, a bovy of young Italian which has done.it, She
or $500, only requhed.
her
assumed
B
Sarah
Machias—Eastern:
is
an
infallible
cute
for
boldly
Tills
excellent
DeafHarris, Sanborn,
§oh
Remedy
'-Hr<:all early at No 161 Middle St, up one flight,
girls for the heinous crime of singing patriotic
mb8d3t4
Room No 2,
i,
ness, Discharge irons the Ear, and ffoises in the
iuto it, through it, and Stands
burden,
passed
biue
lake
©f
the
of
banks
the
bright
on
songs
S-\n,KlT—Sf^imers St Dafiii, a«<l Dtrlgo, lor Naw
Dead.
side.
and
other
the
;T
erect
on
to-day
'1
B
manly
and
J
Ada
G
York;
Torrent,
York;
.frigs
Garda.
barque
For Sale.
This wonderfsl Vegetable Extract has been the
V.
Campbell; sch Kata-£arlton, ami others.
-—The Minister of Marine at the Hague, M
good, comfortable two-storv HonMMJ
means of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
in
Launched—At. Culler 3d lust. from tho yard of
Stable,wrh about 9000 ffect of land,
Huyssen van Kattendyke, died on the 6th ulWe hope our neighbor of the Press will not- after trying everything and everybody, had given up
tlte-moat desirable part of State Street. Thore
tlie jduilot,Mill Pin Co. a fine barque of about 450
\vatimo.
take it amiss if we inquire by what rule the hoping ever to hear.a ata.
is ojiitUe ptemiaes anever-failmg well of topenor
tone, culled the ‘‘Waldo.
names of the candidates in the list of votes for
—The Austrian government has determined
It opperates like a charm upon offensive dischargNo.
The total amount ot tonnage built In tho District
was
set?
caused
We
no
matter
ask.
what
for
the
have
EAH,
Mayor
information.— es Wttt
may
to increase the garrison of Cracow by fifteen
of Bollhst during the year 1865, waa 0773 tons. This ilsa Pore Street.
>■
[Transcript.
Mar 6—d3w¥
thousand men and eJghty guns, in consequence
d, or hew long standing.
will ipakc Hie total tonnage of the State lor the same
year, about 70,000.' An error occurred In the table
Just what we 'have tried, to find ont, but*
< tof the
Noises In the head disappear under Its Influence
accumulation of Russian troops on the
the tonnage of Bel tast bis- »'■>»
>reoently
when
published,
3jl
®
h*'1
.fU.v For Sale.
as II by magic.
i
have not yet succeeded. The names on the
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U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881. 104}
Saith the great Apostle to the Gentiles, “Be With a frame house and,brfok
pnbilefo be entidad to-snob rights as belong to bel7
3-10ths
1st
aeries...,.«
Sftit
mh7sNtf
but
idled
States
—
the
U
Middle
Street.
Loan,
houses,
Apply to 177
figeronto, and that without delay.
- -A v. iM
do
,F.
not deceived. Evil communications corrupt
outrbnikUugs -Indicate that tile country is stHi
small.. 99J
do
General Mullea followed. The General, ungood manners.” When all manner of Cop- new and that people have not beCn long here.
3d eenos. 99}
do
7;
8 !
re I
like Capt. McCal&rty, has served under the
United States FiTC-tventies, 1862. 103
and Secession sympathizers ask you Barns and stables are
perheads
1861. 1031
rarely built of anything
do
!
LOOK
stan arid (tripes in the late war. The most to train
LOOK!
in their company, tell them you’ll see but
United Slates Ten-lorties, (Coupons off). 901
logs, and the owner himself tares well ifhe So Tin-Types for 50 cents.
notable part of General Mullen’s address, was ’em
<*>
.• ••••',?'9o)
blest .first!—[N. Y. Tribune.
builds his houses of a material much better.—■'
MUBe St&te RXH}.... .Vr... clrMMrtw Aft -’94
the singular dream, which he narrated as fol95 ficus Ambrsfrpes, 50 ecn*.. Eastern Railroad. 101
•:!.
The bams are often covered with nothing but
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.2.. 80*
lows:
i'OamiQN MISOELLANF.
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens. 24)
straw and some farmers even dispense1 with
I wish l could tell you without endangering the
PlOXOftRA
HHIOftAJiERY
PORTEATPB
cause "some lew bf the secrets that 1 possess, but 1
as a useless expenditure
barns
of
time
and
Street.
JTo.
80
Middle
i
But
1
had
a
won'tdolE
dream.
I
that—I
caimotdo
—The Imperial Geographical Society of
Bates Manufacturing Company... TOO
A.-8;-DAVOSi.
dreamed that three bundled and twenty-live to<mJallBKdtf
money. But this state_of things Is surely and
and
Maine
Railroad.
Boston
1
fer
under
battle.
were
116)
sand men
arms; ready
France has admitted-Mme..Dora d'Istra among
Western Railroad ... 137)
dteamed that Uioy were manufacturing cartridges, a
rapidly changing, and J’ll bp bold to say that I ®
klEioffeid luteudel for British stotnadhs. I dream- its members as successor to Mme. Ida Pfeiffer,
tkecinflUfon
fa
ofTdwa
in
adtwenty years
ed that those meu were autrtdned tothe most per*
the Only foreign lady that has been admitted
vanoe of-the eastern states when they were^of
fect discipline. 1 dreamed that I had been tntruste 1
CA3f feE CUBED by goipg down to So. 15 Midinto that body. The new member has distinwit 1 the a iininis; ration of military and naval affairs.
of
a
Bottle
the same age, though they were well supplied dle Street, and getting
I dream id that there wore throe vessels now rqady to
In Westbrook, Fteb 28. by Rev W H Haskell, John
guished herself by her travels in Boumelia and
dr. dascomits
with pine lumber, being under no necessity of
M Elliot, or Boston, and MlssTSI&ry J Ahely, of Wesput ferth on the sea. 1 dreamed that an expedition, Mona.
in
our
Ireland.
I
reliet
of
friends
hadsuilod to the
brook.
I only ask you to give me the means
am now done.
bringing building material from one iB three (OoiSfih and Croup Syrpp,
In Gorliam, March 6, by Bey S F Wotherboo, Wm
—The Italian government announces that
1
to carry out our plans—tlis plan as agreed upon by
F Clement, ol We# Gorham, and Miss Jennie P
And taking aocordlng to diroetions.
hundred miles.,-^he log’.houses are yearly 11
1
Stephen* an 1 O'Mahoney. 1 ask you lu solemn ear- the railway tunnel through Mont Cenis may
Johnson, of White Rock.
4ianlfc.lml8mn«
nestness, will you give us the means to carry on the
giving place to bricks and frames. The bams
bo finished at the close of the year 1870.
revolution? (Cries of “Yes, yes; we will.”) Then
are
and
rendered
being enlarged
commodious; Plain and Colored Stamping Saco.
I pledge you that Ireland shall be iree. (Applause.)
—The writer of an article published by the
in Bethel, J&n ll, Albion P Chapman and Mary O
There were other speakers at, the principal Uorgenblatt of Silesia, charged with “having and gardens with beautiful flowers and an asj
All Stationery bought at this store trill. b« stamped Skillings.
sortment
of
are
to
relieve
or
the
as
vegetables
immense
crowd
the
lelio
known
the
coat
ol
beginning
and
sections
In Bethel, Feb ILLawson C Smith* of Nowry, and
ridiculed
holy
stand;
plain free of oharge.'
Mason, oP 9.
the tasteless appearance of the farmer's surStamping done in Bed, Blue, Purple; Brown, Ruby
Weie addressed at four other stands; hut we Treves,” appeared a few days ago before the triM
In Ellsworth, Feb 24, Chester
Davis, of Bangor,
Black. See., at twenty-five cents per quire, or Pack.nMvtr
.: ami..;
have given the leading points made by the bunal of that gity, and was condemned to a roundings. These farmers are making money. age ext^a.
ju tab *
E Brown Mid
week's
The
Farms
editor
of
the
are
in
and
~urJ^
jourincreasing rapidly value,
imprisonment.
^Wo
/ Monograms Cut to Order.
Alzira H Bunker.
speakers for the day. There was au appeal for
nal was also sentenced to fine of twenty thaIn Columbia. Feb 24, Robert W Bucknam and
hence the visitor of to-day would handy ■1 ’Wedding and Visiting Cards Engrtwcd or Printed
answered.—
years
was
which
generously
money,
0‘r
Mary A LeightdB. 1
at thort notice.
lers.
know the country. Some fanners have sold
A large assortment of
9,
Duiing the day $100,000 were subscribed in
announce the death of Pe—Foreign
papers
the
to
present season, hogs amounting One and
FASHIONABLE STATIONERY
sums ranging from fiity cents to a hundred
ter Joseph Cenne, one of the most distinguish-two thousand dollars, to say nothing of\lh»
CAS ALWAYS RK FOUND AT. !
dollars. Iu Boston $33,000 were subscribed ed
horticulturists of Germany, and the founder the bushels of wheat and other
grains. The “SHORT & irimiNG’S,
In Pbipebufrg, N^arcfcl, Mrs Nancy" wile of Wm
last Saturday. In Washington $1300 worth of the modern German school of
landscape com is sent to market
aged 70 years.
mainly in the shape of Booksellers -and Stationers, 56 and 5S Trask,
of bonds were taken at a single meeting Fri- gardening)
In Georgetown, March 2, Sarah Riggs, aged 78 yrf
Me.
Portland,
Exchange SC,
well
fatted
In
no
is
6
months.
\.
oha“tiller
pork.
country
—A paragraph has just been going the
day evening. These sums must be multiplied
SNlm
February St. iW6.
In Wiscasset, Feb 20. Sami S Stinson, Esq, aged 35
of the soil” better rewarded for his labor and
of
a
to
cover
the
a
inMr
receipts
rounds
of
the
serious
John
entire
rears; 22d,
Hubbard, aged ft years; JWth,
by large figure
announcing
The Fenian Movement.

current number of the

New Y ork Weekly
in a few weeks.
This number also contains a
charming article
on “Yatch Life and Sword
Fishing” off Martha’s Vineyard; “The Great Syracuse
burglary and What Came of it;” “Louis Napoleon’s
Love Affairs f’ besides a -great
variety of interesting tales and articles. The present number is an excellent one to begin with. Terras
$1 for three months, or $4 a year.
For sale by all news dealers at ten cents a

to

Magazine,

millions of his contemporaries I Such an oid
age is indeed a happy one. But we did not intend to stray so far from the subject which is
the burden of this article.
Portland is the birth place of a new Opera,
and that, too, under Northern skie3, and at an
inclement season of the year. Genius has no
sex, neither is it confined to any particular
spot of earth. It often springs up under most
adverse circumstances, and the “Promethean
”
spark shines out in all countries and in all
Don Bobo," a
climes. When we speak of

to be

completed

■

■

copy.

Supposed Burgcab.
Mr. Gardner JorOpera brought out last Tuesday evening dan, who has suffered from depredations oa
at Docring Hall, under the auspices of the B.
his property, on returning home
Tuesday eveP. Society, we intend to write just what we ning, discovered a man
standing in a dark
think.
alley-way in the rear of his house, on Tork
Our brief remarks must not fce construed Street. Upon
questioning the fellow anil orinto indiscriminate puffing. It is not our obdering him to clear out, the scamp made a
ject to plaster the author, &. W. Marston, of dash at Mr. Jordan, seizing him by the throat,
our city, with untempered mortar, nor to bebut the neck-tie gave way and Mr. J. dealt a
spatter the performers with fulsome and un- powerful blow at the fellow eausing him to
qualified praise. We are not going to say this stagger. lie, however, made another attack
musical composition beats all others, nor that upon Jordan, but got so
severely punished
the ladies and gentlemen who brought it out that he made off. The place was so
dark, that
so successfully before the-publie and performed
no opportunity was afforded Mr. Jordan to
their respective roles so acceptably to a full, recognize his assailant, who wan undoubtedly,
fashionable and appreciative audience, are the a robber.
best singers in this or any other country, but
Receipts'op the Faib.—Mr; Heath,-treaswe do say, and with emphasis too, that we
We con- urer of the Fair, lias paul over to J. T. Mcwere most agreeably disappointed.
$10,730, and there is more to come
fess we did not expect such an artistic-compo- Cobb,
In. The Executive Committee arc preparing
sition, nor snch good acting and singing. Of
the Opera we say distinctly and emphatically a statement of the receipts, which will be published when ail the return* are complete.
that it really contains some musie of a high
The elegant Bible was given to the Abyssinorder. The melodies were very appropriate,
ian Church,’In whose behalf a subscription of
choruses
were
and
the
and
bcautifol,
touching
lively, spirited and foil of good harmony.— J17J.00 was made.
A book of antographs, collected by Mrs IsBoth iu the songs and concerted pieces, the
sounds were an echo to the sense; or, in other rael Wasliburnc, Jr., produced the handsome
v•"
words, the music spoke the sense of the li- sum of $150:6©.
more
a
lanthan §12,000 in monmusic
has
that
be
it
known,
Notwithstanding
bretto, for,
guage peculiar to Itself, and is capable of ex- ey was taken, ia one way and another, lor the
pressing the emotions aud sentiments of the Fair, yet the counterfeit and uncurrcnt funds
“
Don Bobo ” received will not amount to ten dollars.
The author of
human heart.
understands this, and herein lies his great
A Card.—The Committee of the Samarimerit. This music is not' meaningless, and
tan Association take pleasure in aeknowied-could not be adapted or sung to any words or
ing the receipt of the generous donations from
sentiments. The sounds and the sentiments ai e the following gentlemen:
sugar Iroip John Q.
shows
here
our
author
and
in strict keeping,
Twitched; coffee and tea from Messrs. Morris,
that he-possesses a musical genius that is worGreen A Sawyer; sugar and tea from FHng &
thy of continued cultivation. It is bom in Whittemore; sugar from John Dennis &
Co.;
cultivation
will
him, and perscverence in its
coffee (lom 'LoW A Plummer; sugar from Fling
give him a name and a fame of which he lhay A Drew; also, eash
ffom Charles Davis, Esq.,
well be proud.
$2.00; from William Alden, Esq., $1.00.
The dialogue parts of this Opera are better,
'jL'hn Committee will faithfully distribute to
much better, than we expected. A good recithe poor ail donations of provisions, tuel, clothtitlve requires fcr its composition a genius of
ing and cash, which they may be supplied wifh
a high order, and every good ballad singer canto-day or hereafter.
not master it. The rendeiiug requires great
School Committee.—Hon. Jos. C. Noyes,
strength of voice, as well as a heart to feei.
—

new

—

Explosive tones—and more or less of these
mifttbe used in recidtve or dialogue music—
are difficult, and require great practice to manage them skilfully. If they arc not so minaged, they become either lutph or weak, and
In either ease they are not appropriate. In all
Operas much of the sentiment, or rather a

Chairman of the School Committee of this
at tlw close of the .sarviooe -of the Committee for the present Municipal year, gave
the members a splendid' supper last
evening at
the Preble House. The tables were,
spread in
fine style by Mi. Krogman, the
l.'.mdlosd, and
eycry thing that could be desire d was furui-hed. There were several invited
guests, and a
pleasant and social time was enjoyed.

city,

of the idea3 must be conveyed
the hearers in recitative or half singing and
half talking. We think our author has very

large portion

to

Kntebta’^mrnt.—We
Samaritan
reader of

well succeeded in this portion of his codljsiWe advise the author to persevere, for
we believe that he has a musical genius that
will yet make its mark in the world. If.bis
ambition and disposition to work are equal to
his genius, he will become more widely known
than he is now.
We have but little space left ior the peripr
mere, but in closing, we say that thefr stage
walk, gestures and facial expressions were remarkably appropriate and natural, and in
jhyflug with the general sentiments of the
piece. We confess we detected but very little,
If any, awkwardnessof movement or position;
and we are free to say that wd have seen many
professional singers and actors do much worse.
We have not space to enter into particular^
and where all did so well we shall not attempt
any comparisons. The truth is, they seemed
to us to be veterans or old habitues of the stage
so much at home they appeared, and so much

the benefit of the

pqo^ qf our city. This is
charities that commends itself to
the conscience and to the heart.
The person
who purchases a ticket will get ntore.ihan bis
money’s worth out of the entertainment, and,
besides, he will be aiding the poor in our
one

as we

could judge the music of this

faction of all their clients.
Valuable abd Convenient.— ‘Brown's
Bronchial Trochtvi am Hvtdely known as an
admirable remedy for Bronchitis, Hoarseness,
Coughs, and other troubles of the Throat
aDd Langs. The y are of great value for the
purposes for whi eh they are designed, while

to convey the same feelings and ideas, but we
discovered nothing in this composition unusual among authors, and nothing to lessert its

claim to originality. If an author would, repthe extreme sentiment in mudic of
‘■False one, I love thee slill,” he would be likeresent

they

are usually and
pleasantly efficacious, they
contain no hurtful ingredients, but may at all
times be used with perfect safety.—l Boston
Recorder.
eodlwaw.

to make use of chromatic
passages similar to those ltellini used for that
purpose, and yet both might bo original, llut
not time to discuss this question
we have

genius,

Skiemish.—On Tuesday

/
length.
We hope this Opera will be repeated, for it

more

at

will bear it
we

more

than twice or thrice.

And

performed for the benefit of police
We ask not a repetition gan, resulting
got it up.

direction; but for the benefit of those who
have spent their time and money in thus catering lor the amusement of the public. Let
us have the Opera again soon, and sure we are
a full house would greet the performers, the
author, and the R. F. Society.

a capital
Deering Hall, and the performances were good, receiving generous apThe second entertainment, with
plause
change of programme, will be given this evenning.

night

at

Wl£ would call attention to the sale of Gov.
property at Fort Preble, at 10 o'clock
The Government
this (Thursday) morning.
steamer wili leave Custom House Wharf at f
o’clock A. M., and take parties to and from tu-

eminent

ssle

f

free.__

Liquor Seizures.—Tlie Deputy Marcia,
yesterday seized a small lot of liquors on the
premises of Henry JfcGHnchy, on Fore Street,
and another lot belonging to Ncheuiifth H.
Murphy, on Portland Street.

m

Those in want bf

Havana oranges will find
B. W. Jones’ 115 Fore Street, sweet,

He has but a small lot
and it is the handsomest fruit ever seen in the

juicy and delicious.
market.

Chestnut Street Church.—A series of
meetings for religious Inquiry and prayer are
being held nightly at this Church; and a very
gratifying degree of interest is manitessed.

The city guard*

IIucklet’b SBBEHAimus drew

home last

King’s Lady’s Book for March is out, and
Tall oaks irom
looke as neat as a new pin.
little acorns grow,” and this little book is one
aconis which will cerof the sound and sweet
oak If tt keeps on
tainly make a flourishing
ttie
little Kings, MidPublished
by
•wowing.
dle Street, Portland.

at

couple of roughs

in the defeat of the ruffians at

the nands ol the Charlies.”
house received the prisoners.

for charitable purposes; we have not the heart
to do that after they have done so much in that

some

a

weat snto a saloon oft India Street, and pro.
ceeded to take charge of the room, when the
were called, and sharp skirmishing be-

trust it will be

those who

f

;

having both had military experience, and baing
lolly acquainted with the claims of our soldiers against the Government, will carry on
the business, we have no doubt, to the satis-

is original, and not borrowed or stolen
from others. Tine, there will always be more
or less of sameness in music which is inteuded

if a true

-,ir_—-

The attention of officers and soldiers of the
army is called to the advertisement of Messrs.
Patterson A Chadbourne,TJ. 8. Claim Agents.
Mr. Chadbon' ne was connected with the 1st
Maine Cavalry, as Mqjor, and Mr. Patterson
with the 5th Maine Volunteers, as Lieutenant,
and late of tlie well known firm of Felch &
Patterson, Claim Agents. Hiesc gentlemen

Opera

ly,

of those

niidst

at ease.

So far

hope

the Press w ill fail to attend the
entertainment to be giT. en this evening at the
City Hall by the ftwaaritan Association,' for
no

tion.

I

Prayer Meetings will be held at the Third
Parish Vestry on this, Thursday, and Saturday evenings, Commencing at half past seven
o’clock! All interested are cordlftfly invited
to attend.

Affray.—A shooting affair came off in
saloon on the lower part of India street a
few evenings since, between the proprietor
and his bar-keeper, which resulted in the latter receiving a shot through his hand, while
the proprietor felt suitably contented with a
bullet through his cranium, neither being mor-
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tally wounded, yet uncomfortably injured.—

FOUR DAYS

|

drunken
A
in,” &c.
soldier,
leg, fell through a
mammoth pane of glass in a building in Temple Street, last evening, and cut bis hand and
wrist badly. He was cared for by tlie police.
is

—

with a wooden

Arrival of

Town Elections.

Bunnell.

Town Clerk. Frank J. Cole.

Marshall.

r.vt

Collectors, Jerry Chadboume,

Hiram

B.

MHUken.
All Republicans, elected by about fifty majority. Last year all Democrats, by about for-

ty majority.

Guay.—Moderator,

W. H. Vinton, Repub-

lican.
v
v
Town Clerk, Jacob C ark, Democrat.
Selectmen, Jacob Clark, William Elder Sim-

Skillins, Democrats.
Town Agent, William

eon

B.

crat.

Webster,

Demo-

Canton.—Moderator, A. Thome.
Clerk and Treasurer, J. P. Swasey.
Selectmen, H. A. EUis, T. C. Gumey, Albi-

Thome.
School Committee, Albion Thome, A. JG.
Staples, Carlton Parker.
All Union.

Bowdoinham.
Moderator, Rev. C. C.
Cone.
Town Clerk, William Smith.
Selectmen, Assessors, and Overseers of Poor,
William White, Samuel Whitmore and James
A. Decker.
Town Treasurer, Robert Butterfield.
—

Superintending

Committee,

Freder-

ter.

Clerk, Henry Donnell.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of Pooiy
Isaiah Parley, R. W. Adams, David Wyiio.
Treasurer and Collector, Uenj. M. Brown.
School Committee, Isaiah Percy.
AU Republicans.
Phipsbueg.—Town Clerk, N. R. Reed.
Selectmen, L. J. Parks, Barker Duley, N. C.

Reed.

Treasurer, Joseph Bowkcr.
Collector, William Duley.

increased their vote 259 whereas it
“shoffid have been been 229, exactly the same

“increase of the DemocraAio. vote.” Not1 quite
right yet I If you will look at the official record once more, you will find the llepublican
gain to be 264, which is rather more than the
215 by which theJDemocratic vote has increas-

first you don’t succeed, try, try

again.
Bobo” is to be performed iu Bos-

ton.

_-

BY

TELEGRAPH

i

ir

Try

rg

-TO TEH-

EVENING

At 1 P. M. the Constitutional amendment
was taken up.
Mr. Sumner made a speech in opposition to
it.
Mr. Sumner spoke at great length against
To his
the proposition before the Senate.
mind it ws& most utterly reprehensible and
unpardonable. The same sentiment which
led us to hail the abolition of slavery with
gratitude, as a triumph of justice, should make
us reject with indignation a decree to crystalize into organic law the disenfranchisement of
It was with infinite regret that he
a race.
differed with valued friends; but he could not
do otherwise.
He should speak frankly as on
other occasions, in exposing the crime against
Kansas, or the enactment which turned the

whole North into a hunting ground where
man was the game.
This attempt was on a
larger scale and more essentially bad. Buell
measures, so obnoxious to every argument of

with guerrillas.
Gen. Mendez reports officially that with 700
men he attacked and completely defeated Gen.
Regules 3,000 men, capturing 700 prisoners.—
The rest of the force dispersed, leaving in the
hands of Mendez then artillery, arms, ammunition, &c.
ltegtdes afterwards captured the town and
garrison of Toreton,
News has been received at Havana from
Venezuela to the 8th.
The railroad between Puerto Cabello and
Palito was to be opened on the 13th.
There had been several light earthquakes,
and some trouble in the State of Bolivia, hut
not of much importance.

Nothing of importance was transpiring m
Havana.
There were many American visitors there.
The small pox stiff continues 'in Regia, and
the cattlo disease prevails in some parts of the
island,

=.

PAPERS.
America.

LINENS,
DOMESTICS & WHITE
•Tixst

The steamer Havana, from Rip Janeiro,
Feb. 8d, Pernambuco, 12th, Para and Saint
>
Thomas 26th, has arrived.
The U. S. Ships Susquchannah, Kansas,
...

Shawmut, Nipsic and Wasp were at Rio de la
The Jjunita was at Rio Janeiro. Tlie
Brooklyn left the latter port on the 31st£ for
Plata.

The Rhode

St-. Catharines and La Plata.

Island, Admiral Palmer,

St. Thomas.
The Admiral celebrated Washington’s birthday by salutes, which were responded to by
tha forts and English men of war.
The Swatara left on the I3th for a cruise.
The Monongahela was at St. Domingo. Other vessels
of the fleet were expected daily at St»Tlioma.s
Advices from Iiio Janeiro are iijaport^nt.—
War preparations continue.
An iron clad
had beeu dispatched to die Platte, and another
was to follow with some bomb vessels.
The
Brazilian
was firm in demanding:
government
the expulsion of Lopez as the first basis of
any peace negotiations.
A society lor the protection of emigrants
was at

had been organized.
The whaler C. C. Comstock, was lost Jan.
19th at Pernambuco. All were saved.
Exchange on England 24 l-2d. Coffee, finst

firm
Flour scarce and much wanted.
Freights to New York, 42s 6d.
Montevedio advices of Jan. 24tb say no active movements have occurred. Both sides
are engaged in preparation for a
campaign in
Paraguay, which was expected to commence
in about a mouth. Two amah skirmishes had
occurred with parties of
Paraguayans, who
crossed the Parana. In one case
they surprised an Argentine outpost, and captured two
field pieces, some horses and
cattle; in the
other they were routed with the loss of two or
three. The allied armies are still
receiving reinforcements, and have 45,000 men at Paso de

quality,

la Patria.
An explosion of

seven wagons of
powder
had occurred in tbe Brazilian depot of Corrienties, caused by the sentry smoking, and 30

men were

wounded.

Lopez has ditched the road to Humaita, and
mined various points, and has put ail capable
of bearing arms into tbe field.
The Brazilian fleet gt Corrientes was waiting for high water, which was approaching.
The iron-ciad Brazil, with four gunboats,
was ascending the Parana to
join it, raising it
to fifteen gunboats and two iron-clads.
A desertion of the Correntine militia from
tbe Argentine Republic is
reported, after a
conflict with some BiaziJians, in which eighteen of the latter and six of the former were
killed.
All was quiet in the Confederation and
Montevideo.
Mouadnock has arrived safely, at Mon.

(evideo.

..ange on England at Buenos Ayres 51:
at Montevideo 521-4 -a 52 3-4.
Freights from
Buenos Ayres—tallow 47s 6d; salt hides 87s
6d; tow Montevideo salt hides 45.
Besides the anthracite coal previously discovered at the Falkland Islands, a fine quality
of bituminous coal has been found. The English government has determined on
fortilying the islands, and sent a party of marines
there.
The St. Thomas market was quiet, the demand being mainly ior the mere wants of the
Several charisland. Freights more active.
ters are reported, and an increased demand for
tonnage is likely.
....

Washington, March 7.
Official news from El Paso, the seat of the
National government of Mexico, has been received in this city up to the 10th of February.

President Juarez and his Cabinet had heard
satisfactory news from tire interior
The dissatisfaction of the people against the
French was increasing every day.
It was thought the city of Chihuahua
would soon be evacuated by the French.

Who

1

---

Murder by
A

a

-i

•

JUL

-.'I

Negro*

Nashville, March 6.
negro named Nelson Wright has been ar-

rested

on a
charge of murder. The evidence
shows that on Thursday
night heAecoyed a
negro girl named. Ann Towns, who' is in the
of
Gen.
employ
Donaldson, to the race ground
and
jthere brutally outraged and murdered
her. The body was found in a pond near the

track.

L

_______________

Vessel Burned,

New York. March 7.
The Danish bark Earl, of Shaitsbury, laden
with cotton, potash, Ac., took fire last night at
her pier. She was filled with water before
much damage was done. The vessel was about
ready to sail for Stockholm.

Old Prices

And

now

opening

The

Washington.

Washington. March 7.

bill to amend an act to
prevent

the

spread of foreign diseases among the cattle oi
the United States, as been signed
by the Pres-

ident and is now a law.

Sonsatlon Rumor.
New York. March 7.
A report .is afloat here that the steamer City
of London, which sailed last Saturday for
Liverpool, has been captured by a Feniau priyateer. It is undoubtedly a cunard.

Wednesday Atternoon,

at

No. 5 Free Street Block.
complete assortment

—

148 & 150 Middle St

Linen Damasks,
In all qualities and sizes.
A full line of HUCK and DAMASK TOWELS.
DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA
^RASHES; a very superior artiel&of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Babqaix.—
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common, Medium,
and superfine qualities.

Matinee

Evening!

STACKS OF BREAKFAST SHAWLS,
STACKS OF CLOUDS,
STACKS OF HOODS,
STACKS OF SONTAGS.

LIST I

Covers,

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!
doz. Breakfast Shawls,
Former price, $2.00
doz. Breaklmst Shawls,

10
10

3.00

doz. Breakfast Shawls,
Former price, $8.00

10

5.00

Sontags,

20 doz.

Hoop

1.25

Our Own

30

Hoops,
Hoops,

6
6

Skirts!

1.50

our own

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,

Feb

C.

Ladies!

the

to

MRS.

W.

JORDAN,

removed
Goods
Dow
HAS
Brackett Sts., where stamping will be executed
her

to the corner of

and needle work a9 formerly.
She will add to her former
articles for fhmlly use, such as

Dress

stock

a

and

C. M. DAVIS & CO„
117 Commarcial Street.
Portland, March 1st, 1S66—isdStn
SCHOOL OF

____

.tbill, particularly that part relating to lumber.
ship $10,000.
Mr. Wentworth favored some portions of thje
Intelligence has been received by one of the
New Orleans Steamship Company’s agents in
bill, but preferred to have it recommitted with
instructions to strike out the more objectionathis city, that military orders have been issued
ordering that all vessels ariHhtg li om the West ble points.
Mr. Spaulding spoke against the bill, and
India Islands will be subject to 25 days quarantine, as a precaution against the iutroduc- was followed by Mr. Plielps on the same side,
when
Mr. Hogan spoke supporting the bill.
lioh ol cholera.
Several members made long speeches pro
oil

Jj-osfO-N, March 7.
A fire occurred this- sfteniocn in the gil
store of Means, l'almer & Co., 126 and 128
Milk Street. Loss about
$15,000. A lad of 15
yeays, caused Frederick Spear, residmg in
was
Charlestown,
suffocated to death. Jle
was

cmploped

in the store.
1'ire.

Rocuesteb. N Y., March 7.
The floor millof W. H. Rodgers, in the town
of Chili, eight miles from this city, was totally
destroyed by tire last night. Loss $10,000;

| insured $0000.

and con, when Mr. Blaiue moved to strike out
the euaeting clause of the bill.
The question was taken and
negatived—
yeas 53, nays 08.
The Committee then rose.
Leave of absence was
Messrs. Wasli-

granted

bume, Harding, Moulton, Cullom and Thornton, ot Illinois, in order to enable them to attend the funeral ot Col. Bowers, who was kill-

ed on the Hudson Railroad yesterdav.
The Speaker presented a message from the
President, covering a communication from the
Secretary of State, in reply to a resolution of
tlie House in reference to the
extraordinary
powers conferred by the Congress of Meiico
on

President Juarez.

Fire, Life, and Accident Insurance,
TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED,
AT THEIR ROOMS

JVo.

29

Exchange Street,

before.

MINING AND PRACTICAL GEOLOGY*

variety

THESE

Trimmings,

Linings,

Furniture !
At Reduced Prices!
AS

ova KEW BOOMS AT

LANCASTER

BALL,

bn ready for occupancy for tho next TER
DAYS, we shall continue, during that time, to tell
from our large
Will not

Stock of Furniture!

Dr,

E.

P.

Haga

fe9eod3m

RIPLEY,

Veterinary Surgeon,
Office at H. L. TAYLOB & Co’b Stable,

1m(y
ale
by

7

1-4, and 1-8 BAGS EXTRA FLOUR.
Superior Yellow Meal for Table Use, for

Decl4—TSiTtf

BBOTHERS,

SAVING

Street,

Iel5 T,Th&S3m*

A two story frame
House, and about 3000
feet of Land, on the corner or Pearl and Cumber land Streets.
Plenty of hard and soft water on the premises. Enquire ol
C. RICHARDSON.
Feb 12—isdtf

m

host!
City Hall,on Monday,a portmonsaie containing '$20 and two tickets to the opera."
The finder shall be liberally rewarded bv
leaving It
at the Press Office.
mh7d3t

tN

or near

HENRY INMAN.

Vessel at Auction.
sold by Auction at Franklin Wharf on the
10th Inst., at 11 o’clock, A. M„
I
House Tender Franklin I’leree, tofethsr with her
sails, binnacle and compass, chains, anchors soars
rigging and boat. Said Schooner is aboot 81 t-.naolj
measure, is coppered, and has been recently pat in
good repair, and can be examined at the above nam
ed wharf. Payment to be made in XT. S. currency on

&c., at Auction.

SATUBUAY,
ON out
reserve, 400
and Over

10th, at 10 A. M. withpieces Clothing, such as frock
Pants, Vests, Over and Under
Shirts, Furnishing Qoooda, Berlin Shirts, Qloves, Hosier v, Scarfs, Boots and Shoes.
Also. Ureas Goods, Cottons, Woolens, with a variety of other goods.
Ten Sleigh, Buggy and Chaise Harnesses, Ac.
Mar 8—did

Valuable Brick House at Auction.
/VH Tuesday, March uth, at 3 o'clock r. m.,

V7 we shall sell at public auction House No. 3 Fare
street, near the comer of Atlantic. It Is thewmtera
half ora brick block of two houses. It Is three-stories,
thoroughly finished with 11 finished rooms. Abandonee hard and sett water; in an excellent neighborhood; commanding n fine view of the city, the entire
Harbor, the Islands, the Ocean. It is pleasant for a
residence, and des'rable as an inrestment. Title clear
—sale positive. Possession given Immediately.
HENBY BAILEY & CO.,
March T—dtd
Auctioneers.

COM MITT IB.

John L. Shaw,
J. C. Dennis,

C. H. Sawyer,
Thos. Me Ewan,
Geo. M. Howe.

Reeves,

A. D.

f~kN TUESDAY, .March 13th, at 11 o'clock, A. M.,
1/ at Stores No. 6 and 7 Central
Wharf, we .Kail
^
■*'•;.
Mb

*“

DEERING

MAHCII

U

HENRY BAILEY & CQ-.

ZE3Z-A.ZL.ZEa.

BUCKLEYS’ SERENADERS
New Minstrel
(From Buqklcys’
HaU, Bouton.)
Brilliant and Varied Attraction.

THE BEST ORCHESTRA.
THE BEST gUARTETTE,
THE BEST BRASS BAND,
And the most talented Cbrp« tTEthiopt ever arcnoised.

U.

NOVELTY ON

THE

BBAIX.

| V Everything New I
SWA1NE

BUCKLEY, PETE LEE, and

R.

BISHOP BUCKLEY,
their mirth-provoklnf epaitcalitiss.
Admission 36 cents. Reserved Seats 60 cents.
Irlpr 2—dtd
In

Congress

Opposite the

Maine.

GBAUD TBUNK PBEIGHT STATION,
PORTLAND,

i
B.

L.

of the Atlantic and
Railroad Company are
hereby notified that a special meeting of the Company will bo held at the new City Bonding, in Portland. on THURSDAY, March 15, 1866, at 10 o’clock,
A. M., to act upon the following article, vir:
To see if the Stockholders will authorize the issue
of a further scries ot Bonds, secured by mortgage of
the Company’s property, in renewal ot the Company’s Bonds of April, 1851, or authorize the Direeiors to agree upon terms of extension of these bonds.
Dated at Portland, this 28th day ot February, A. O.

|

1866.

By Order of the Directors,
H. W. HEBSEY, Clerk.
marleodtwtd
New England Screw

Dec

aAd

WHOLESALE
15—(13m

day the 15th day of the March next, at three o’clock
F. M. for the following purposes :—
First—To see whether they will accept the act of

Legislature changing the name

the

ofthe

Company.

Second—To see whether they will amend the ByLaws ofthe Company,
Third—To see what further action, if any, they
will take in regard to issuing bonds.
Fourth—Toattend to any othar business that may
legally eome before them.
Per Order,
HENRY FOX, Clerk.
Feb 26,1866.
fe27dtd

0. H.

OSGOOD*

DENTIST,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

give

seminaryP
Sch0°1 l0T *<"">« Ladle,

con tinne

ten

sreeks?'munce Monday, M£rch 5th,
Children, Miss

For

Portland,

at No. 15 Preble Street.
MARYC. HALL, Principal.
Feb. 24, I860.
ich 26—2w*

For Eastport and Lubec.

fast sailing Schooner J. N. M. BREWER*
For freight apply to J. S. WINSLOW, Centra*
Wharf, or Capt. on board, Commercial Wharf.
March 7—d3t*

THE

Reserrntien*

ON

day

Portland, so called, being lota numbered
Block No. 19, LoU No. 81, 32, 33, 34, 38, 36.
20,
31,32,33,34,38,38.
«
u
«
21, «
31,32,33,34,38,38.
..
«
•’
22,
20, 30, 31, 32, 33,14.
•'
«
23,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34.
«
<•
24,
31,32.
“
25,
32.33,34,38,36.
«
u
«

i<

30

“

38.

-

”■

»

*

4
41,

..

42,

3

4

j

6

1, 3, 3, 4 6, 8, 9,1«. U, 12.

li,M,l8,18,lf,a,l*,20:

“

•

»
••

«

*•

■•V&isass;
iSmS*
3,4,5.8,7,8.
aD

3,4, 8,8, 7, 8.

on a phut of said premises.
The lots am twenty-fire
feet wide and ona hundred ft. deep. (two may he purehdsed together) end am very desirable tor. gentlemen doing business in the city, as
they am easily approached by land or water, and are at a dleknca
mom any manniaeturing eetabHehment.
Pickett St. i*80 toot, and Broadway 100 tost Wide.
Entrance to
Broadway lots from Pickett St.
The sale will be positive and unreserved. No private sales.
Payment will be required as tbllows:_
10 per rent, of the purchase money and sactfeneeri’
lees on the day ol sale: 1. percent, on
IrtITstj of
the deedi 28 per cent. In eix months,and Soper pent.
In twelve months from day of sale, without Interest
secured by mortgage of the premises.
Buyers paying cash will be entitled to a discount
at the rate or 8 par cent, per annum. To (hoes building within eighteen months altar the purchase.In accordance with a certain sketch to be exhihUeoTonehalf of the purchase money win be refunded.
The title will be mads iwrtoct and the deed must
be tak< n within ten days alter the sale.
Plane and specliicationa may be seen at the office
of Win. Willis & Son, No. 34 Exchange St. or by
callingon Benjamin W. Pickett, at Ferry Village,
Ul'
C*P*
WM. WILLIS & SON.
BENJAMIN W. PICKETT,

Auctionltorv.

ED W. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, IS Exchange St.

RETAIL.

AUCTIOXl

OF" Day and hear hereafter.
March 8—dtd

This

$1,000,000.

Sale

is

Adjourned

Until Further

Notice.

.00<!'
V"
ASSETS. Feb’y 1, 1866,.61,489.466.

E.M. PATTEN,

Company divides three-quarters ol the net
profits to the Policy Holder in scrip bearing interost, without liability to the Insured.
It also funds the surplus, instead of dividing to the
Stockholders, thereby giving policy holders greater

Antique and Modern Silver Ware
and Cutlery,

rl

THIS

security.

C. NORWOOD, Prest.
JOHN C. MILLS, Secretary.

COFFIN & SWAN,

FOYE,

AUENTS.

Mar.-liB—dlw

Franklin

Family

TOPSHAlf,

School l

BOYS.

FOR

-----

THE
Feb

WARREN JOHNSON. A. M.

28—&3w_

430

HHDS.
I Prime Clayed Molasses
44- TIERCES (the “llesilta” Estate
landing from brig “Minnie Miller,” for sale by
H. I. ROBINSON,

2$ P. M.t each day.
'onnd Maui re

Solidly
Dish Corera, Comer Dhhet,
elegant deeign. (5
and Coflco Serricea, Table KetUuaad
Stands,
read and Cake Ba6kela, Toast Racks. Llouur am/
vrnet Frames, Claret
Juga, Presentation Cops and
Serricea, Plated Corera, Salads, Mustards, Qiary and
Soup Ladles, Table, Dessert and Tea Spwna, Forks,

SPlated
ea

Pine Table and Pocket Cutlery, made by Mr. Shepherd, bearing Ms name and trade-mark.
EVLadies and Gentlemen are tnrltad te examine
the articles prerioue to eale.
Open Tuesday aftermar 3,lid
noon.

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &e.,
AT AUCTION!
ahull sell Horace, Carriage.,

Every Sai-rday at 11 e’cltck A. M.,

now

At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lh*s Sts.,
where Carriages can be stored and H or act hoarded il
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
BAILEY * Co., Auctioneer..
PmM

Nd.l Portland Piar.

70, corner o*
Tate Streets. It has all the moo
is iu exoelleufc condition*
The house call be examined any day.
For terms, Ac,
E WOOD
No. 10 Central Wbarl.
Portland. Nov, 8,186A-i»tf_
ana

improvements aud

Muscovado Molasses

r\ BBLS. SUPERIOR MUSCOVADO 110.
OeJvJ LASSES, now landing from brig “J. Pollodo,” for solo by
~

H.

I. ROBINSON.
No. 1 Portland Pier.

Feb 20—dlmis

ffiw

Choice Oil Lands for Sale.
rT\HX subscribers offer for ttUe fivo thousand acres
A of the

Best Oil Lands in Canada 'West,

Situated in Both well and vicinity.
Painted map*, of our land, for sale er to lean will
bo sent any address on reeMphof two dollars, showing
the situation oi our I an da, etc.
Parties wishing to buy lands to stock Companies
with will b» liberally dealt wlih.
For further particulars and circular
addiern, with
stamp enclosed to pav return postage,
ANDkEws. ELLIS <fc CO.
Box 113 Bothwall, Canada Weat.
Office in Exchange Building.
mhfdtf

PORTLAND
For Sale or Hire.
FIRST

A PUMP.
For

CLASS RODMAN MARINE STEAM

terms, &c, apply

to

C. M. DAVT8 * CO.,
117 Commercial St.

Portland, Feb. 22d, 1866.—isdlm

Slelgha, Robes,

from

House for Sale.
rpHE
three-story Brick House Xo.
A

Bbls.

Sth at

WEHarnesses, Sc.,

Feb 24,1866.—diaim

18 'Exchange 8t.

the.establishment of Mr. Thomas Shepherd,

Clayed Molasses.

Pure

AUCTIONEER,

ALSO,

MAINE.

Spring Term of this excellent Home School
for Boys will commence March 21, and continue
For •‘Circulars,'* &c., please ad*
nineteen weeks.
drew the Principal.

ELLEN

particulars Inquire

_

er

of April, I'M, at
■bail
eleven
a[ Public Auction at the Merchants’ Exchange, in Portland, ons
hundred house lets, situated on Pickett Street and
Breadway. In the town ot Cape Elisabeth, at South

AT

Cash Capital,

Danforth

Aug It, *66—eodis&wly

id

the 8th
o’clock A. M.. we

ELEGANT

D 2PTT ypoifTHftWaB T

crji

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. Teeth extracted without pain by the
Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether or Chloroform. AU opera
satisaction.
tious warranted to

casco street

THURSDAY,

CORSETS,

The Lnrillard Fire Insurance Co.,

Steamship

Co.
a
MEETING ofthe Stockholders ofthe Mew England
Screw
1A.
Steamship Company will be held at
their Office on Brown’s Wharl, Portland, on Thurs-

18«6.

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels, Marble & Alabaster Goods,
Will he sold

1

55«E53E*St.

GLOVES,

HOOF SKIRTS AND

5th,

HENBY BAILEY & Co.,
March 1—2tawto mar29tbendtd

FOLLETTE,

HOSIERY AND

Atlantic & St. Lawrenee R. R. Co.
Lawrence

Eligible House

POSITIVE—NO POSTPONEMENT—To
THE HIGHEST BIDDER.

war.

HHttVjriffn The Stockholders

Hale

THURSDAY, April
SALE

0 BIO INAL

St,

SPECIAL MEETING.

Auctioneers.

One Hundred

7th, 8th and Oth.

Partlmad,

mar?—lw

Cora.

Mar T—dtd

WEIYNK8D AY, THURSDAY and
FRIDAY EVENINGS,

Wholesale Meat Market!

the be*t show of

Auction.

EP“No Underbidding

Tickets Fifty Cents each, or three for one dollar; to
be had at Davis Bros., Grosman & Co’s. J. E. Fernald
& Son’s, at the door, and of the Committee.
Doors oped at 7—Exhibition to commence at fto’cTk:

MOTT’S

N. B.—Give him a call aud see
BEEF you have met with since tho
Portland, March 6,1866,

March

Coats, Sacks,

In the portion oalled South Portland,—three
Minutes Walk from the Perry Wharf.

—

331

MOTT'S MARKET.

iVht

delivery.
By Order of the L. H. Board.

Chtndler'i fall (luirille Bui.

Bj

3—dtf

Is now open and will continua until further notice.
Ten tons of the moat beautiful BEEF received
every wee).
Butchers aud other Dealers supplied at rates much
lower than they can obtain the same quality elsewhere.
Hotel and Boarding-house Keeper*, as well as private families, will find it greatly to their advantage
to buy by the quarter at

th"U

Auction

HALL,

-OF

GEO, T. BUBBOUGHS & 00
March

Head Long Wharf.

For Sale.

sold his Livery Stock to H. L. Taylor &
Co., would most respectfully inform Ills old
ons and the public generally that he is now
giving
his whole attention to the treatment of Horses and
other domesticated animals.
At his residence In Westbrook, (across Tukey’s
Bridge) may be found a good infirmary for the ac
eommodation of those who may wish to have their

Portland, J an. 10,1806.

CHASE

CITY

~

Temple St., Portland, Me.

Horses under his immediate attention.
S3T All orders left at his Office, on Temple
will he promptly attended to.

Flour and Meal l

iy The U. S. Steamer •’Tyro" will leave
House Wharf, at» o’clock A.
M., on the day of the

a

AT REDUCED PRICES.

in

JOHN E. DOW & SON.

Portland, Feb 8,1808.

^

®llfj

Concert,

THE CELEBBATED AND

—AND-

Harvard University bold
two sessions a year, of twenty weeks each, commencing in Fbbbuaby and in Skptbmbjeb. For information, apply by letter to DR. WOLCOTT GIBBS,
Oambridge, Mass., Dean of both Faculties.
eod3w
Cambridge, Mass., March 1, 1866.

,7 £1}

March 3—dtd

to.
HT Ordert for Stamping will bo received, for the
convenience of customers in the vicinity, at MBS.
BERT’S. 25 Free St.
fe28dti
Portland, 27th Feb’y 1866.

Lawrence Scientific School*

Departments

Tin Pail,
Table,
Hoisting Blocks,
Wrench,
Hand-Culls,
Wheelbarrows,
Hand Axe,
Wood Saw.
Iron Square,
Terms, Cash in Government Funds.

Lots, in Cape Elisabeth ;

ol

EMBROIDERIES,

INSURANCE.!

As

GYMNASTICS!

luie

Notice

NEW FERFUME

SON,

Hamm' r».
Hay Hooka,

This Com will In sold hi lota to suit purchasers, of
not leas than One Hundred HmAela in ons lot.
The
sale will be peremptory. It can be spouted dbtetly

Friday Fve’ng, March 9, *66.

148 and 150 Middle St. Portland,
All Goods will be Maxked in Plain Figures.
15—dtf

Cans,

Trucks,

->

-OF-

Promenade

Tin

Tups Lins,

ft,200 Bushels

STAICCi MU

To be followed by

Files,

Screw-Driver,
Steel Square,
Shears,

Funnel,
Foot Shackles,
Fore Plane,
Floor Plates,
Crain Shoots,

Com at

EXHIBITION
'#

Plane,
Spirit Level,
Smooth

Saw

...

WILL GIVE ONE M0R2

•

Sales,
Stools,
Saws,
Short Jointer,

Desks,
Faucets,

THE

CLOAKS„ CLOAKS!

—

Business,

;—L

EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

___

And Commission

More !

^

Respectfully,

;

Electrician

BROKERAGE,

x.1 -J«'J

Pipe, Iron,
Stoves,
Scales,
Shovois,
Spades,
Scoops,

Counter,

vicinity,

By Electricity

SHIP

J_1=_i_.___

PORTLAND TURNVERE1N

...

U

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,
For sale at Owen & Barber’s, Short & Loring's, S. H.
Cosewortby*s,J. J. Gilbert’s, Paine’s Music Store,and
at the door.
Doors open at 61 o’clock—Tabloanx to commence
marSdtd
at 71 o’clock.

Fitzgerald & Hodsdon return thanks to the citizens
>f Portland and
for their liberal patronagr
the past year. We will endeavor by close attention
o the wants of our customers, and a uniform courtesy to those who may tavor us with their trade, to
merit as heretofore your approbation and kind favors.

concerktng

Insurance I

present and tarnish Music.
wilt be served in the Reception

be

!

100 New Style Embroidery Sets, Sleeves and Collars, for $1.25 a set. An invoice of New Style Buttons, just received. 500 boxes Palm Soap, 12 cakes
i'or 37 cents. 50 doz Ha r Nets, at 10 cts each.
20
1oz. Shirt Bos ms, all linen, from 20 to 75 cents.—
Black Lace Veils lrom 15 cents to $5.00.

....

Marine

a

Promenade Concert!

*

Planes

Clothing’, Dry Goods, Harnesses,

And other planning amusements, to conclude with

will

Pump, uon.

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange St.

“BEAUTY AND THE BEAST,”

H^Ueheshmeuts

Padlicks,

JOHN POPE,
L. H. Inspector 1st Diet.
HENRY BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
Portland, March 6,I860.
mhTdtd

HALL,

Oju.ee

SPECIAL-BARGAINS.

_

1

Entertainment on

March 8th, at

500 Belts and Buckles, former price $1.00, tor 50 cti.
each: 100 doz. Ribbed Hose tor 22c per pair.
All our Gloves at Cost.

AT

ASSOCIATION!

an

’L”T’

Pail.

Brooms, Rattan,
Brooms,
Brooms, Hickory,
Brushes, Horse,
Chains,
Coal Sifter,

1

Thursday Evening next,

Notions!

—

WHERE

.Sold by druggists

Will give

CHANDLER
$1.00

Pins—American and Howe’s, 5c per paper.
Needles—Milward’s Gold Eye, 5c per paper.
Dress Braids—10c piece.
Corset Clasps—90 piece.
Gents* Paper Collars—25c pqr box.

ELDEN& WHITMAN,

generally.
Mr. SchoDck, from the Military Committee,
For sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co.
a
Jan. 1, 1866—eoa&oowCm
Pennsylvania Jlepublican State Conventiont reported bill to reorganize the army, which
was read twice, recommitted, and ordered to
*
V' ''ii# ,.—i hi
Harrisburgi, Pa., March 7.
be printed.
The Republican State Convention assembled
Mr. Latham obtained leave to have printed
here to-day at noon, and was called to order
tlie bill he desired to offer as a substitue for
hy lion. John Cessne. Lewis IV. Hall was the Senate bill to
protect all persons in the
elected temporary Chairman. After the apUnited States in their civil rights.
JOHN E. DOW &
pointment of a Committee on Credentials, the
Mr. Perham reported the supplementary
Convention adjourned until 5 o’clock.
Are prepared to issue binding oertificates on
Second Dispatch.—The Union Convention pension bill, which was recommitted.
the report of the rev- FREIGHT AND
The
presented
Speaker
to-day nominated John \V. Geary, on the first
CARGO RISKS,
ballot, for Governor. The vote stood—Geary, enue commission on distilled spirits. Referr- and to effect
Insurance upon Hulls, tn tho lollowing
81; W. *W. Ketehuro. 38; J. R. Moorehefcul, -ed to-the Committtee on Ways and Means.
Thai House,, in Committee of the Whole, ,responsible Otilces. Open Policies issued.
19; Harry White, 3.
considered the bill regulating trade with the
Commercial Mutual of New York,
Assets 81,100,000
British Provinces.
Mr. Kelly spoke against the bill.
Metropolitan of New York,
New Yohk, March 7.
1,840,000
Manhattan
Mr. Kelley spoke at great length, and was
The cargo of the ship Earl of Shaftsbury
1.110.000
«
followed by Mr. Driggs, who also opposed the PheniM,
was damaged to the amount of $100,000: loss
1,800,000

SAMARITAN
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p„rap chain,
Picks,

mo be

CLARK, Agent.

P. A.

w

CLOAKS,

MrnkLv Po*t'
Oil

Drawing Knife,

THE

in the

importation.

us^n

Lamp*,

Chest.

Reserved Seats 60 cts.

els.

CITY

CORSETS I

Yankee

Bevel

Compasses, Carpenter,
Chalk Lines,
Chisels,

To constat of the Fairy Tableaux from

Tapes, 3 inch,
Tapes, 3 inch,

CORSETS,

Handkfs., Hosiery,

IN ALL ITS FORMS.
From our Targe experience in matte -s relating to
Marine Insurance, we feel confident of being able to
satisfy all who may favor us with their business.
We shall also continue the

FOOTE,

IN AID OF THE POOR OF OUR OITY,

Genuine French Woven, $1.75 and $2.00,

Key-Hole Saw,
Ladder,

Cushions,

Matinee SO cents; children 16cts.

95

Trade!
20

Silks

Counterfeits.

Admission 30
Admission to
Mar 7—dtd.

75

Manufacture—Unequalled

SrMeU’

Clock,

The three smallest human beings in existence
COMMODORE FOOTE,
The smallest man in the world; the wonderful little
actor
and dancer.
comedian,
MISS ELIZA XESTELLE,
(The.Fairy tgueen,) the bsautiful little dancer and
charming singer.
The whole world is challenged In the sum of Filty
Thousand Dollars to produce the equal ol Commodore
Puoto and sister, la weight, slse and education.
.....
COLONEL SMALL,
j"l
The great f male character dancer.
The combination with the above mammoth array
oi curiosity and talent is the original
CONTINENTAL QUARTETTE.
D. W. FRANKLIN, J. H. SMITH, H. M. ROGERS,
A. W. WOODWARD.
MASTER ZACK, the Musical Prodigy.
MASTER WILLIE, the Youthful Comedian
Doors open at 7—commence at 8 o'clock.

45

Skirts ?

Hoop

Only!

$23,000,000.

Afternoon at 2 1-2 o'cl’k,

CONTINENTAL VOCALISTS,

QUESTION—Who Reduced the price ol

■

MARINE

Tuesday

75

Former price, $1.25
14 doz. Sontags, hand made,
Former price, $2.00
12 doz. Hoods,
Former price, $1.00
15 doz. Hoods,
Former price, $1.25
20 doz. Hoods,
Former price, $1,50

Department!

Goods,

$1.25

price, $5.00

Former

edemarrfc,

pa?

Tuesday Evenings,

and

The most attractive amusement traveling.

All conaignmenU, and muat he cold—bring wbat
(buy will—give ua a bid.

Goods

ONLY!

ELLINGEIT&

WE WILL SELL

QUILTS,

ft"**.

Brushes, Paint,
Brushes, Coal iTar,
Brands,
Brass Cock,

For tho accommodation of families and children.

FOR THE NEXT THREE DAYS

PRICE

II., at Fort Preble, Maine,
yuartermaster’s Property,

Bitt Stock and
Bltts,
Brushes, W. w

—AKD THX-

Tablings!

on

»t 10 o’clock A.
of

Mluwin^ articles

March 14.

March 12th and 13th.

Remember Every Morning,
Remember Every

at

tue

Balls and Chains

Monday

Remember Every Afternoon,

BLEACHED AND BROWN

from the War Department, I shall
BYsellauthority
Public Auction,
THURSDAY, Match

on

HALL!

TWO NIGHTS

Remember Every Day,

of

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.

Term to consist of 2 Lessons, on Wednesday and
Saturday Afternoons of each w ek, at 3 o’clock.
Also a Ladies* Class tor Fancy Dancing at 2 o'clock.
for the term.
£ £r“Terms—$3.00 each
*
Mar 8—dlw

Again!

CITY

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S,
A

Buy

MASTERS AND MISSES,

FOli

!!!

Have Come Back

Kale

SEE V JOE ABLE AND UNSEEVIOEABLE

MK. J. W. RAYMOND

at

Bleached andBrpwn Cottons!

Fire and Foss of Fife.
From

Wants to

Sales.

—or—

MECHANICS’ HALL,

—

Colored

West Virginia.

Auction

MONEY, MONEY,MONEY,

GOODS,

Commercial,
Embossed and Printed
l Per Steamship City of New York.
reason, so perilous to national peace, and so
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Feb. 21.—The
Wool
Piano Covers.
injurious to the good name of the Republic,
market closed dull and irrogular, and rather lower
must b3 encountered as wo encounter the pubunder heavy recipts of American from Southern
lic enemy.
ports. { Middling uplands 18$d.
Mr. Sumner spoke ot tne part the negroes
The sates outlie 19th and 20th
(Monday and Tueshad tuken in the war, and said the Republic day! were 16,000 bales, including 6,000 bales to specof the Federal army.
ulators and exporters.
was solemnly pledged to these benefactors by
The police wore fired on from a house in
MANCHESTER MARKET.
The Manchester
ties of gratitude, and by open promise in the
Tipperary, where it was supposed that drilling I face of the civilized world. Treason must be market elosed quiet and-steady, inferior qualities fav- In all grades from those Heavy American Quilts to
oring
was in progress.
One officer was severely
buyers.
the finest FOREIGN GOODS.
made odious. Ail who had been untrue to the
LIVERPOOL BREADST UFF8 MARKET, Feb.
wounded. Some of the.men were arrested.
must for a certain time be exclud- 21.—Flour dull and unchanged. Wheat
Republic,
P. J. Me Donald, the Supposed Head Cenunchanged.
Corn quiet and easier; mixed 28s 3d @ 28a !>d.
ed from partnership in the Government, and
tre in Dublin, had been arrested. Order conall who have been true must be admitted into
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Feb. 21.
T-8, 4-4, 0-8, 5—4, 9-4 and 10-4
tinued to be maintained.
Beet in good demand; India mess 135s. Fork scarce
the partnership, according to the sovereign
A bill has passed the House Of Lords authoand firm. Bacon quiet and a shade lowe».
Butter
rule of the Constitution, which knows no disCheese firm. Lar.iflrmer; Amerioan75a
rizing the Irish Government to take possession tinction of color. In the one way reconstruc- very dull. Tallow
@75s6tL
unchanged.
of the telegraph wires if necessary.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Feb. 21.—
tion is easy; in the other impossible.
The Government hill regarding the cattle
Bought before the recent advance at the
Asliesdull; Pots 31s @ 31sfid; Poarls neglected.—
He considered this not an amendment but a
plague has passed both Houses of Parliament. detriment to the Constitution, and its avowed Sugar firmer. Coffee quiet and steady, ltiee inac’ttva. Linseed ail 42s. ltusin quiet. Spirta TurpenThe queen will hold fivereoeptione at BuckLowest I*rices !
tine in moderate leanest. Petroleum, refined, 2s 2d
purpose uncertain, loose, cracked and rieketty.
ingham Palace during the season, but tlxe reg- Were it adopted, you would declare that
mfl- ,@2s3d.
r
!
.o''
>;
ular drawing room levees will continue to be
iions of your fellow citizens had no rights <! LONDON MARKETS, Feb. 2I.-Wheat firm and
held by the Prince and Princess of Wales.
la
Flour
firm.
men
were
bound
partially
Coffee
to
higher.
firm. Rice
which white
respect, thus
A message from the Queen has been prein a new form the proposition which unchanged Tallow steady.
sented to both Houses of Parliament asking repeating
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Feb. 21.-Cousols
Ua3 blackened the name of Taney.
Adopt it, closed at $7} @ 87} lor money.
that provision be made for the Princess Helea
and you will stimulate a new war of race upna on her marriage, and for Prince Alfred on
Embrace* PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAMAMERICAN SECURITIES.—U. S. 6-20’s 69i @
on the race.
The proposition was as hardy as
69}. Erie shares 53 @ 63}. Illinois Central Shares 761
his coming of age.
BIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
it was gigantic, lor it takes no account of the
@77.
In the House of Commons, Mr. Clay introMUSLINS, TARLETANS, White and
normal sense of mankind, which is the same
Lslest
yla
Queenstown.
duced a reform bill extending the franchise to
j*’
figured,
as if in rearing a monument we took no acLhhgfcjj^soitles,—small
Fob.
21.—The
sales
of
Liverpool,
cotton
onYVedall males over 21 who are fairly educated.
and BROCADE
were 18,000
count of the law of gravitation.
It
was the
nesday
to
bales,Including
4,‘OSd
speculaMr. Gladstone declined to shed any light on
BRILLIANTS, at
and master piece of ingratitude, tors and expo ters. T ie market closed Irregular and
what the Government proposal for reform paragon
lower, under news from America.
(i-ioqlae "cl .1
showing more than any other act of history }dBreadstufls—quiet
and steady.
would be.
Price! and One
what was so oiteu charged, that Republics are
except
Provisions—steady,
which
is
Bacon,
firmer,
FRANCE..
ungrate mi. Adopt it, and you fix a stigma and Lard, which is advancing.
In the French Corps Xegidatif a draft of
Produce—quiet and steady.
upon the very name of Republic.
London, Feb. 21, evening^—Consols lor money
the address in response to the speech from the'
Mr. Sumner stated his objections to the
closed at 87} @ 87}.,
OUR STOCK OF
tlnoue, was introduced.
pending proposition, and summed them up as
American Securities.—O'. S. 5-20’s 69J @ 694.
It expresses satisfaction at the assurance follows:
Illinois Central Shares 76} @ 77. Erie Shares 53 @
that the expedition to Mexico is about to be
Mr. President—Such is the argument for the
brought to a close. It then alludes to the tra- rejection of the pending proposition. Followditional sympathies of France and the Uni- ing it from the
Financial,
beginning, you have seen first
And Shawls!
ted States, and says,—-“ The latter ought not how this
proposition carries into the constituNew York. March 7.
to take umbrage at tire presence of French
1 he Commercial’s
tion itself the idea of inequality of rights thus
money article says the stock
Is
tull
and
market la excited under the calunmitlon of the corcareihlly selected, and marked at prices
troops in Mexico. To ender their recall de- defiling that unspotted text.
Secondly, how it ner of
The pool this morning has called in the
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.
pendent upon any other but your own conve- is an expressed sanction of acknowledged tax- whole Erie.
of its loaned stock, which
compelled a large denience, would attack our rights and our honor ation without representation. Thirdly, how mand for cash itock,
for which
I per cent, was
which your Majesty guards with a solicitude
paid over regular quotations. The stock can be borit is a concession to State rights at the morowed at only (5) J per cent, per
The price closday.
worthy of France and the name of Napoleon.” ment when we are recovering from a terrible ed
|
at 86$, an advance of Z per cent,
The Parri Patrie gives a report that Mr,
GLOVES AND SMALL WAKES,
war waged against
the name of State
There has been yesteraiyr and to-day a general covSeward is' about to send a conciliatory disrights. Fourthly, how’it is a constitutional ering of short contracts, producing an advance
IN GREAT VARIETY
the
railroad
to
list.
patch France intimating the readiness of recognition of ofigachy, aristocracy, caste and throughout
Michigan Southern appers at presont to tend m the direction of a corner.
the United SLates to proclaim neutrality in
monopoly founded on color. Fifthly, how it
ONE PRICE ONLY.
Governments are firm but only moderately active.
A/jU
embodies the wretched pretension of a white
Mexico, subject to certain conditions. ■.?
Money iu more demand; rates unchanged.
Gold more settled with leee speculative activity and
man’s government. Sixthly, how it assumes
Latest by Telegraph w QueenBtown.
the premium is steady at 33| @ 331.
what is iaBe iu constitutional law, that color
The demand tor customs is moderately active.
London Feb. 22.—The Bank of England has can be
qualification for an elector. SeventhThe Cuba takes out #311,889 in treasure.
reduced its interest to 7 per cent.
--M
bow
it
ties
the
hands
of
Foreign Exchange nominal.
positively
ly,
Congress
5 Free St. Block.
Fenian arrests continue active, k > :
i
iu fixing tfie meaning of republican govern_1
The Paris Patrie says certain proposals
so
that
the
it
under
claqse
ment,
guarantee
New York Markets.
have emanated from Maximilian which may
N. B.—Found in our store and subject to tha
Will be constrainedly recognize ofigachy, arisNew York, March 7.
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Fin. Hid
render possible the return oF 0000 Jaoope from tocracy, caste and monopoly together with the
Cotton—rather more active; Middling Uplands at
Mexico by the end of May.
Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of othe artityranny of taxation without representation is 43 @ 44c.
cles.
not inconsistent- with such government.—
Flour-sales 8,100 bbls. State and Western 10c
ELDEN & WHITMAN.
lower
and
for
uncharged
good. State
Eighthly, how it positively ties the ^.nds of at 085fori.unsound,
Fenian 3.lass 3Teetlngs.
Feb 21.18G6—dtf
@ 8 30; Round Hood Ohio at 8 20 @ 1160,
in completing and consummating the
Congress
u‘‘
Western
6
75
8
40.
Southern
@
tor inferior
Norwich, Conn., Maa-eh 7.
abolition of slavery in pursuance of the second and steady for good; sales 8 80 heavy
Canada
@ 15 50.
A large and enthusiastic Fenian meeting to clause of the
MEDICAL ELECTRICITY
constitutional amendment, so
steady;,sales, at 7 00 (g 11 50.
Roberts
and
was
beld-here that it cannot for. this
Wheat—firmer lor prime, and drooping for inferior.
support
Swi^ncy,
with
purpose interfere
Milwaukee
were
Addresses
175
W.
made by J.
choice, new,
@ 178; Milwaukee Club
'to-night.
the denial of the elective franchise on account
old, 1 GO @ 165.
DR. W. N.
Boyce and Senator D. O’Sullivan. The con- of color. Ninthly, how it installs
Com—rather more stoady; Mixed Western at 76*
loya^.cttlzeus;
tributions were large.
@ 70e.
and tenthly,' how it shows forth in unmistakaNew Haten, Conn., March 7r
Beef—steady.
ble character a compromise of human rights
lower; sales 8,250 bbls.; new mess
A grand Fenian meeting was held in this the most immoral, indecent and utterly shame- atPork—decidedly
174 MIDDLE STREET.
20 50 ® 26 90.
this
the
city
evening.- Among
speakers were ful of any in our history. All this you have
Lard-.heavy: sales 1,650 bbls. at 1G ® IS*.
Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel
M
of
Gen.
ot
seen with pain and sorrow.
I trust who that
idler, Indiana, Secretary
Brig.
Butter—steady.
he would respectfully announce to the
War for the Brotherhood, and B. F. Merry, of is moved to sympathy for his fellow man can
■Whiskey—nominal; Western at 228 @2 30.
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hat
Spirits l’urpentine—sales at 90 ® 92},
Ohio, District Centre for the Brotherhood in listen to the story without indignation, and
located In this city. During the three
to Liverpool—quiet; cotton per steamer
Freights
permanently
that State, and formerly editor of the Dublih
6-19 @ jd; com 4}d.
who that has not lost the power of reason can
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
•iy
Tribune.
ot the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tail'to see the cruel wrong. And now the
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and dirin?
Gen. Muller expressed himself satisfied that
question occurs, what shall be done to this ? I
New Orleans Markets.
patients in so short a time that the question is often
the United States would follow the neutrality
answer, reject at once the pending proposition.
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
New Orleans, March 7.
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
example set by England, and would not block Show it no favor, give it no quarter. Lot the
Cotton—dull apdunscttted; sales to-day 7,000 bales.
doctor the second time without charge.
the progress of Fenianiun.
country see that you are impatient of its pres- Sales tor three days
31.000 bales. Receipts to-day 60S
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyA letter had been received at headquarters
bales. Receipts tor three days 8,662 bales. Middling
ence.
one years, and is also a regular graduated
6
physician.
in New York from Head Centre Stephens,anMr. Doelittle addressed the- Senate at con- at 44 @ 45c.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to ehronic diseases in
Sugar—uafclptnged.
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
nouncing that he was ready to move the ar- siderable length in favor of representation acMolassear-unchaugcd. ,.
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
mies of Ireland when the signal should be givcording to the number of voters.
Sterling Exchange at 141.
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
Ireland had 325,000 men ready for the
en.
Gold 131}.
Mr. Morrill rose to speak, but on motion of
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hif
conflict, and had a signal gorps as efficient qs Mr. Johnson the further consideration Of the
diseases, white swellings, spinal disoascs, curvature
* r\
T 'TT>"
Hi
Jlfl
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
anyiifthe world.
1
Stock
subject was postponed until to-morrow, At one
L
Markets,'
Mr. Merry spoke eloquently of the situation,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas'Dauce. deafness, stamo’clock.
MaBsh7. a ifiering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigesill
oli-VO.ftn.
virn
,-jN*W
YORK,
U»d was frequently greeted with thundering
Mr. Ramsey moved that the Senate take up’ Second Board.-*-Stocks stronger.
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
Amui ican Gold..
1334
applause. During his address the news brodgbt the bill for the admission of Colorado.
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchiUnited
States
coupon
Sixes,
1881.
the
(registered].104*
steamer
of
New
York
by
tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female
City
After a debate, whieh was participated in by
Unitea States 5-20’s coupons 1882,.1034
complaints.
the suspension of the habeas corpus by EngMessrs. Wilson, Ramsey, Trumbuil and Sum- United States 10-40..
*_:.
90
7 3-10.. 992 (a) 994
land, and the subsequent movements on the ner, the bill was taken up and read a second Treasury
part of that Government to suppress Bcjiian- time, and made the special order for Monday Missouri Sixes..7gr
The Rheumatic, the
the lame and the lazy
Ne\r York
ism was re td, creating an intense excitement.
Central.il| leap with joy, ana movegouty,
with the agility and fehfsticv
next, at one o’clock.
87
Erle.^.£.,.....
Mr. Merry concluded with an earnest appeal
ity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostAfter the consideration of private bills, the' Hudson....v.tV.'.. .103
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities reto the audience to
98J
Reading.
subscribe for the Fenian Senate at five o’clock adjourned.
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
Michigan Southern'................... 72
bonds, arid several hundred dollars were substrength; the blind made -to see, the deaf to hear and
HOU&E,
Chicago and Rock 1 sland..1064
scri bed on the spot.
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes 01
42
The. Senate bill "relative to the Court of Qmnherlani}goal Ck?./.....
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
pro vented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an
Claims was referred to the Judiciary Commitactive circulation maintained.
tee.
-.A.Outrages in California.
LADIES
Mr. Elliot introduced a bill to continue in
San Francisco, March 3.
Who have cold hanes and feet; weak stomachs, lamforce and amend the Freedmen’s bill.
Reand weak hacks; nervous and sick headache: disziThe Flag has advices from Fort Masop, ferred.
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.
ness and swimming in tlio head, with indigestwh and
New Mexico, stating that the Imperial comMr. Stevens, from the Committee on Approof the bowels: pain in the skle and back;
constipation
mander at Magdalena, Sonora, with a band of
leucorrbcea, (or whites); railing of the womb with inpriations, reported a bill to reimburse ^Pennternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
Indians, had seized upon a freight train be- sylvania for moneys
to the General
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
longing to American citizens, and had also Government for war a^nced
Referred to
of cure.
purposes.
For pain Ail menstruation, too profhse
prohibited further transportation by American the Committee of the Whole, and made a
^menstruation, and all of these long line of troubles
citizens.
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
order
for
next
special
Wednesday
and will, in a short time, restore the sufiferer to the
Col. Lewis, commanding atrFort Lewis, had
The Senate bill to reimburse Missouri for
vigor of health.
been served with a demand by the Imperial
In enrolling, equipping and
moneys
expended
TEETH X TEETH X TEETH X
Commander for property taken in action by
the militia, was referred to the
provisioning,
the Liberals and sold to American merchants.
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elecon Appropriations.
Committee
This demand had been Sent t® headquarters.
tricity without? fain* Persons having decayed
A resolution was adopted to enquire into
teeth or stumps they wish to have.removed for resetThese orders have emboldened the Imperialthe expediency of constructing an acqueduct
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
ists to invade American soil to plunder and
the
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale
Chesapeake, Ohio and Washmurder inoffensive persons.
Generals Mm connecting
for family use, with thorough instructions.
to
enable
leaded
boats
to be unington Canals,
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
Dowell and Mason reluse to allow Col. Lewis
loaded on the banks of the latter, and at the
end treatment at his nouse.
and his men to retaliate.
eastern branch, thus diminishing the cost of
Office hours from 8 o’clock 4- M. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. II., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
coal and other articles to the Government and
G V
novltt
free.
Consultation
From Hew Orleans.
citizens of Washington.
V
The District of Columbia business was conNew Orphans, March 6.
The Texas State Convention is still in ses- sidered.
A joint resolution was passed to distribute
sion.
$2,500 among the sufferers by the explosion of
The Committee on the condition of the
mHE undersigned having made arrangements with
the
Washington arsenal. Passed.
State reported adversely to the ordinance for
1 all the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMThe bill to incorporate the Great Falls Ice
the protection and encouragement of manuPANIES of New York and Boston, representing a
facturers, declaring that it w as a proper sub- Company elicited debate, and was finally taA ITIost Kxqniaile, Delicate mid Fritbled, 60 against 58.
COMBINED CAPITAL OF
ject for the action of the Legislature.
Mr. Washburne, from the Reconstruction
ter nut Perfume, Distilled fi-eut the
The Finance Committee reported a sweepto
the
House
the
testinu«l
ISnrc
Beautiful
Flower
Committee,
from
null
reported
and void all debts
ing ordinance declaring
which it tnkee its name.
contracted by the State in the late rebellion, mony in relation to Louisiana, Texas and
Are now prepared to effect insurance on
and forbidding the Legislature to assume lor Florida, which was ordered to be printed.
Manufactured only by 1*11 ALOIV Sc SON.
The House concurred in the Senate amendmake provision tor their payment. The same
VESSELS,
Beware of
CARGOES, and
opinion concerning the Confederate debt was ment to the joint resolution of assent to transfer the Counties pf Berkley and Jefferson to
also under consideration.
Ask
yhftlon ’»— Take no other.
FREIGHTS,
_

DANCING
Takes pleasure Id announcing to the citizens ol Port
iand and Westbrook, that he will commence a
a clous at
his DANClhitf ACADEMY, at

Received

Medical

New York, March 7.

Auction

18661!

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

BEMING,

From South

148 and 150!

Entertainments.

Bill for February!

ONLY!

OJVA7

Brown and Bleached Covers,

Mexico.

.■From

^4iV2>

...

“publicans

{a^""‘Don

original proposition, providing for a standing
committee of the Senate on the subject of the
abuses of power of which a majority shall be
composed of opposition Senators.

New York, March 7.
The steamship Yera Cruz, from Havana 2d
inst., brings the following news from Mexico.
Yera Cruz papers arc filled with accounts of
robberies by armed forces, and of skirmishes

Dress

Tby Again.—We like to encourage the
Argus when K seems to be trying to tell the
truth. In Wednesday’s issue our neighbor
says, “By an error of the printer we were
“made to say yesterday morning that the re-

If at

for a committee to investigate the
cotton frauds. He offered a substitute for the

148 and 1501

„

Mexico.

Our White

Collector, Patrick K. Millay.
Ad good and True RepubUcans.
West Bath.—Moderator, Joseph W. Win-

el.

him, calling

Miscellaneous.

ifP

Adjourned.

From Havana and

resolution, which was
Mr. Wilson offered
adopted, instructing the Judiciary Committee
to inquire what legislation was necessary to
protect officers of the army from arrest aod
prosecution by the civil courts for acts done
in obedience to orders from superior officers
while in tne United States service.
Mr. Sprague offered a resolution, which was
adopted, instructing the Committee on Foreign Affairs to report a bill for the appointment and commission of two judicial officers,
one from the army and one trom civil life, to
examine the subject of cholera preventatives,
and attend the cholera congress In Europe.
Mr. Davis called up the resolution offered by

Miscellaneous.

—

on

ick W. White.
Constable and

New York.

ly reinforced.
It is reported that Sir Hugh Ross, the commander in Ireland, has demanded farther instructions from the Government.
Four Sergeants of a regiment at Limerick
have beeii placed under anc.t.
Among the latest arrests is that of General
John II. Gleeson. brother of Joseph Gieeson

Treasurer and Auditor, Jeremiah Pennell,
Democrat.
Co dee tor and Constable, Isaac E. Aden,
Democrat.
School Committee, Ebenezer, Bean, J. T.
Perkins, Thomas Gilpajrick, Republicans.

School

of

The suspension of the "habeas corpus in Irelaijd.was received with universal approbation
in England, and very general satislaciton in
Ireland.
At first the effect there was uneasiness and depression, hut the vigor shown by
the Government restored confidence, and had
a favorable effect.
The Act authorizes the arrest and detention
in custody until the 1st of A|arcli 1S07, of any
The chief
persons suspected of conspiracy.
object of the measure is beiieved to be to enable the authorities to deal with numerous Fenian emissaries from America who are represented as scattering in ail directions.
The police are acting vigorously and are making a large number of arrests.
The military force in Ireland is being strong-

Selectmen, &c., Chas, E. Weld, Moses G.
Hill, E. Billings Bradbury.
Superintending School Committee, Joel M.
>

Steamship City

New York, March 7.
The steamship City of New York, from LivFeb.
21st
and
erpool
Queenstown Feb. 22d,lias
arrived.
T■1 e steamship Malta had sailed for New
York.
The Tarifia, from New York, and Hibernian, from Portland, arrived out ou tlie 21st.
The U. S. ship-of war Canandaigua arrived
at Queenstown on tire 20th.

Mechanics’ Assembly Postponed.—
Subscribers will take notice that the next Assembly will be on Friday evening, March 16.

Buxton.—Moderator, Joseph

FROM EUROPE.

LATER

Affairs.

SENATE.
a

A gay woman having smiled on both, was the
cause of thi3 unfortunate affair.

“When Bum

Washington, March 7.

Mr. Seward states briefly that it is not deemed expedient to ftimish the information asked
for.
Referred to the Committee on Foreign

OBSERVATORY

fTIHE annual aubacription lor signalising Vessel*

1

the Portland

a.

Obaery.torv havingexpbrJdMe?

oliants, Ship owners and others Interested, will be
cansd on to renew their subscript Ion*.
Feb. ^,1363.
ENOCH MOODY.

iebW-dtw

How like a flock of swallows w« were, dashtbe declivity, in among a group of
sled9, 9ide by side with a rival, shooting by
like an arrow, steering in
gallantly ahead like
a jockey, and on our
way with a sled in tow,
the
ere
party had reached the valley below.
And then it was, when the wind had swept
the
snow from the pond and stream,
away
and the ice was glare, that we put on the
“rockers,” and daited hither and thither, and
cut sixes and
eighths, and curves without
number, and drew the girls that we loved, and
whirled them like leaves over the highway of
crystal. And the schools where we spelt each
other down, and the schools there we sang
Wyndhim and Mear, and the schools where
we ciphered aud wrote; and “went up;” gone,
all gone, teacher and taught, like tho melting
snows under the rainbows of April.

Poetry.
Early Christian Hymn.
[Translated from the Greek of Clement of Alexandria, bj £. H. j/lumptre.J
Curb for the stubborn steed.
Making Us win. give heeu i
YVlngthat di/ee: cut right
Tliu whd biro’s wamUumg n.gar,

shi,.s that neep
Theii pathway o'er the ueep;
Shephcru of sheep that own
Their Easier on tae throne—
S it up tny children meek
With guiltless lips to spea c,
Xu nyiaij an.i song th.> pru.se,
GuHe of their mumt ways.
0 King ol »ainte, O Lord,
Holm

Mig

fcjuii

ior tue

Ail-couque.ing word;
Highest Gou,

-lj,
01 die

WK'.v.ingHiS Wisdom’s rod
v &n cai\s
s h
annoy,

Givprof endless joy;
Li

au

uUi'

viuur,

uiwi km

iv.ee

ofon :D,tie.-h grace,
O Jesus, hear.

Shophe-d and Sorwo- thou,
how iielm, aril bridle now,
Wf *g ^01 .UK uusvc-i. a. a ilight
Of
c
aii pure and bright;
i*

Have you quite forgotten the foot

hlsuur cl mon, tne blest.
Out of too woUu’a unrest.
Out of sin’s txwuulod soa.
Taking us, L iru, to thee,
Otuoi ilio waves of s.iife,
YVioi b.di of hk-bful iilo,
Yv i.li choicest n&u gocu. store,
Drawing toy note to shore—
Lean us, u bhepneru true,
Thj niysido sheep, we sue.
Lead us, u ixoiy x*ovd
Yf ho irons thy sms d >sl ward,
YVitu au-pic vailing charm,
1 erf*, an., curs*, anu harm;
O pula who.e uhrist has trod,
O v.ay thasma^s to G^d,
o woid, abiomgaye,
O

eunless

inguc

on

General Insurance

call,

lit

MARINE

Our holy tribute this,
For wisdom, hie, anu bliss,
Singing iu cnjrus meet,
Binging m concert sweet,
Tho almighty Son.

/Etna,
Royal,
Continental,

We, heirs of

Arctic,

Cniist,

again,

Norwich.

uuri/eaco.
s

_

People's,

1jpr

“First, don’t

call it

hotel even.

atavern,

or an

inn,

or

Nothing

to court bagmen’s
and traders’ custom, as you will seem to do by
establishment
‘Merchants’’ or
naming your
is so

vulgar

as

^fiQULATOa^
njr—.pJ*«*

Life Insurance

‘Commercial.’
‘Cify.’
These suggest a second class affair.
Be sure and establish an immense barber’s
shop on the ground floor.
It causes a grateful odor of the Bata Of a
Thousand' Flowers and Night B.ooming Cereus to pervade the atmosphere, and.
effectually
subdues and overcomes the other and less
as
for
instance
cockroaches
agreeable smells,

A.

It is refined and putt them on their

The advantages of this system over that of dividend spay able after a term qf yean without interest,
are obvious.
No other Company pays dividends in
this wsy.
The Dividends of the Charter Oak are equal in
value to thoee of anij Lift Co.
;g
\
DlvMehdli without interest payable In fbur or fisc
at
years, or
death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

behavioral once.
Procure' a well-dressed clerk with curly
black hair, if possible, to stand at the de»k,
and by ail means Insist on his wearing dia-

In
ei

the payment of losses is
tin* Company,

a

distinguishing feature
z.

them

tremendously.

Stole

Nov. U.

INSURANCEi!

CHEAP
Insure

Against Accidents t

ALL

TRAVELLERS,

rail-roads steamboats, sailing
ByVESSELS,
STAGE COACHES,
other pul lie

TEN

CENTS

FEE

Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents ol
of any kind, such as Falling ol Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Fallingonth Ice Skating, or Brokon
Bones, Bruit s, Sprains, Cuts, Burns and Scalds,
saults by Burglars, Explosions of
Lamps, Falls,
Kicks and Bite* of Horses or other animals, upf citing of or foils from Carriage-1, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind,
and should therefore insure without delay.
Policies issued &hd Tickets sold at the

of landlords.
....
You should
always, however, charge for a
fire in winter in every room that has conveniences for it, and if remonstrated
with, reply
that it is a *rrle of the
House,’ and the guest
might have had it.
This phi ase you will find of immense serall occasions.
Let all your

vice on

employees be particular to style
thehofol,omnibus a 'coach,' and a gent’s wife,
These little elegancies cost
nothing, and
the surface of life
immensely.
Procure the largest Chinese
gong you can
find, to awaken your guests in the morning,
And call them to meals.
They will conclude that your House is a
stunning allair,
A negro will probably beat it more
thoroughly than a while man.
Also, on the counter in the office, keep an
immense hammer-bell.
A jud cious clerk will produce a very humbliiis .effect upon a modest guest by sti-ikin" it
v.qlenUy fopr cr five times when he is. asking

gild

ab-iud

What groupings of bright young faces
there used to he in it!
Faces in hoods, in
cap.-, and in blankets; hearts that have broken ; Hearts that have
mouldered. And away
•we went over the hill, and
through the vale,
Auler the moonhght and undw
the cloud;
W«icn the -t'-re were
looking down when the
Btaxs had kindled the world into a
but tho.e days have gone forever awav and’
«ie sw.ct old necklace ofbells, big in
aie of the
string, and growing smaller by deg ess, baa lost tspowei over the

Cubebs and

the’mid-

pubes,

I. that i,d

slgigb brides have gone away
bcibie now—those tlmt were married
unto
’hose
that were ^married unto
manhood,
death.” Great; hips have gone over the waters with le s Lope and happineg than that
rude craft has borne over tne billows of winter; awan-like shapes now glance alon" the
arrowy way; but eivo n« tor its sweet memories o yesterday, the old red sleigh.

The the days' wh&n we were‘Masters ;*
and wlien down by the big hill, by the maple
wood, through the little pitches, far away, in
the valley we came with
merry shodt, each
the solitary Palinonu of h's own small cralt
•a‘M II

'UM

..-

ii,

General

thereis

*rdu’i

,jg

Fail.”

Copaiba,

and Speedy Cure for all diseasKi'inee/e and Urinary Organ#,
female

Copoibs

no

MS Greenwich St., Few York
Sold by Druggists all over the World.
»
may6 65dlr
....

V*

D.

i

j

LITTLE, State Agent•

j

ofjafl

A.M.

Mr. Harding the Architect; will be

the office of
the Chairman of the‘Committee, on the afternoons
and evenings of FeVy 28ar.d March 6, for the purpose of affording any explanati ns asked.
H. C. GOODEN OW,
) Committee
1
M. FRENCH,
on
}
JOS. P. FES ENDKN, f
School
CYRUS GREEJLY,
and )
R. E. PATTERSOX, jScbbo-hodse®
Lewiston. Feb’y SO,1806. • <

S.

OF

THE CONDITION OF

Thirty-Nine Thousand One Hundred and
Fifty Cigars.
The same having been decreed forfeit to the United
posed of according to law.
Dated at Tor* land, this twenty-eighth day

of

The Capital Stock of the Company 1*
$150,000.00
The assets of the Company are:—
Cash on hand, In Banks, and In hands of

U^T2ii)

21,347.86
15,100.00
33 324.02

lTAOoioo

Debts secured by mortgages on ressols,
U. S. 10- 40 g dd-bearing b nos. $2500,
0.8. 7 3-10 Treasury notes, 5,500,
Dob s otherwise secured,
Debts for premiums,
All other securities and Investments,

J2,3*6.00

6,445.00
17,6*3.67
17,6*1.36
27,840.01

Total,

$221,656.92

The liabilities of tho Company are—
Bosses a justed, due and nut due,

$16,362 47
2,198.64

$20,561.11

ELIAS ROOT, Vlce-Prasident.

JAMES J. CLARK, Secretary.
Sworn to this *0th day of Jannarr. 7686.

MANNEBING,

I

Notary Public.

A.

WEBSTER

AND

SON, Agents,

74 Middle
St., Portland, Me.
March 3—eodSw

Marine

1

BLANOHABD’S
on

Steam Boilers!

some boiler* 700 degs. of beat is thrown away,
making a loss ot 1-3 the fuel. The questiob u
often asked how can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boihsr that takes perfect control ot all
the heat and make! it.do duty in the engine. This is
iu its construction; after the engine is in
very
motion the smoke pip6 is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any
desired; the remainder carried
through the water heator. using up all the Waste
heat but 230 degs.; the heat being reduced so! low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown frem engine*, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fhel.
For particulars inquire of

ON

simple

temperature

WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial v
St.
Feb 24—dly

Insurance !

Cireat

Inducements

FOE PAETIES WISHING TO BUILD.
fTIHE subscriber, offer for tale a large quantity ol
A desirable building lots In the West End of the

elty, lying on Vaughan, Pino, Neal, CarHon.Thom*,,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantortli, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of
snUs&ctory character, the* trill advance, \f desired, one fourth oj the cost qf building, on

qf ttu house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASU PAYMENTS KB4U1AED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M.. at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J .B.BBOWN& SON'S.

completion

Portland, May 3, 1868.

Carrying

the

Canadian and U. S. Mails.
PASSENGERS BOOKED TO

and

Londonderry

Liverpool.

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates
The Steamship NOBTH AMERICAN, Capt. Kerr,
Will sail from tni* port for Liverpool, SATURDAY,
March 10th, 1866, immediately after the arrival oi the
train of tlr* previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Nova Scotian, March 17th.
Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80
*
Steerage,
$25
Payable In Gold or its equivalent. r».,
For freight or passage apply to
it & A. ALLAN,
A G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865.
mh&Jtd

BRADLEY’S

prepared to Issue binding certificates

FREIGHT AND CARGO

on

maytbf

RISKS,

effect Insurance npon Hulls, in the tollowinr
responsible Offices. Open Pulicloa issued.

Dr. E. F. RIPLEY,
Veterinary Surgeon,
Office at E. L. TAYLOR & Co's Stable,
Temple St., Portland, Me.

and to

Commercial Mataal of NewTerli,
Assets 81,100,000
Metropolitan of New York,
14140,000
»*
Manhattan
1,110,000
«
Phcnlx,
1,600,000

Pire, Life,

and Accident Insurance,

TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED,
At THEIR ROOMS

2Vo.

29
.

Exchange Street,
JOHN E. DOW & SON.

Portland, Feb 8,1E6C.

fufleod3m

5®” Job work of every
description neatly executed at the Press Office.
rrr.
J '£iJtU >

sold his Livery Stock to H. L. T#yi~r *
Co., would most respectfully inform Ids old
patrons and t.lie public generall y that he know giving
bis whole attention to tbq treatment of Corses and
°
bieBticatedanisoalB.
At bis residence In
Westbrook, (across Tilikey’s
Bridge) may be round a good infirmary for tiie ac
eoinmndutioa of those wbo may wish to have their
his immediate a tentlon.
1
at ‘‘is Oiilce, on Temple Street,
_ni CA
ord:,rB ,eft
will
a
be promptly
tented to.
Portland. Jan, 16,1S6C.
telS

HAVING

T.ThiSJm*

Bags Flour

and Meal l

SWER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,
:j:

Manufactured

by

Wm. L

BOSTON.

ale by

Superior Ycilow Meal

lor::;

Trains leave Portland dally (Grand

Lewiston at
M and for Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.16 P. M.
Returning,
trains trom Auburn and Lewiston aie dne at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at i P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
ty Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.
•'

PATENTED

APRIL

X,

as su-

in the market. AU who have
used it speak of it In the birTiest terms oi praise: and
the manufacturer will continue bi3 best endeavors to
advance the reputation which It has already acquired, on ita merit alone.
SOLD BY

and 220 e.
M
Leave Boston for Portland at7 30 a. a. and 280 r.

Mi

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theb
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attend
once.
janl.l865d&w

S1PTO

great Leading fioutes to ChicaCleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, Latroaie, Green Bay,
Qninoy, at, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
fto. and la prepared to furnish i'nrongh Tickets
from Portland to al, the principal Cities and Town,
in the laral States and the Canadas, at the

tude,

)

WEST !
any other Route!

does not fail to cure
cou* Discharge* in Male

STATION,

Atlantic White Lead

Ware, dko.,

of New Y

Five Hundred Dollars!
StTPER-FnOSPHA’pK 6P LIME,
And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer In growing
Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
no’ less than

one acre

second Dost

third

experiment

do.

on

Potatoes,

do.

on Turnips,
For the best
second nest
do.
For the best experiment on Oats,
second best
do.

experiment

Fort the best experiment
or Meadow,

on

30
30
30
20
30
20

BF“Tbe above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from reliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for using Super-Phosphate of Lime can be
bad, free
or charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers: also iimdlov’s Manual tor
growing Tobacco will
be sent free to any grower oi the weed, by asking for
it by -mail,
WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Super-Phosphate oi Lime; Bradley'* Patent Tobacco Fertuize; Fine and Extra Fine Ground, Bone
Powdered Raw Bone, &c.
24 Broad Street,* Boston.
Jan 27—d 4m

Not

a

Hotel.

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to )«t with good
hoard at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
gen eel place. Also permanent board tor families and

For sale by Druggists. 80 cents per bottle.
GEO O. GOODWIN & CO., 3T Hanover

Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

Humors of the Blood, (unless hereditary)

as

are

genair Is

a

St.,^NEW YORK.
flliiiL '.

•itsi &.

lack of Oxygen.

art

wonderAd

almost miraculous,

as

No Medlolue ever known will eore

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Would take this occasion

to

stats that he cures with

Influenza, Whooping Coughf

this remedy seventy-Ave per cent, of diseases enum-

OB BBL1KYB

__

erated above, where medicines would POSITIVELY

A CONSUMPTIVE C0UGH1

He make* these assertions without fear of

FAIL.

contradiction.

as

He has had a long experience with this Remedy,
and has bad
not

no

patient

office at No. 11»

Harrison Avenue, Boston, is treating

some

seventy-

five patients daily, and in the course of his long

Being Only 35 dents 11

Price

expe-

and is/or sale by all Druggists.

rience he has had but one patient in whom he has
an

as

>ri/i
It does not dr^ up a cough, but loosens It so that the
patient ean expectorate freely. It Is within
the each u/ all* the

cured.
an

quick

COE’S COUGH BALSAM !

has not bencJUed If

that he

DR. HARTWELL, who has

C.G.CLARK A CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.

improvement.

VT. F. PHILLIPS If CO., J W. PERK I NS tr CO.,
and H. U HAY, Portland Me., IFholeeale Agrnte.
eod&wtyr
August 31 Jti65

Traveller at the 21st of February, In reference to

The Eye, Ear, Catarrh

system of treating diseases by inhalation of

Oxygenised Air, (as practiced by Dr. Hartwell
is

THROAT!

at 119

attracting much attention.

He

treating on an average about 75 patients dally. No
remarkable

most

gentleman who had

A

for several years with paralysis, called

been afflicted

MRS.

u.

at

the Dr.'s Office

cations of
ever.

A

ease

was

He has

of cases

above, all cf

wa march

crutches, and after

of Lock Jaw

truly an age

is

on

three

Oxygen could apparently walk

icatioh.

soores

which

can

of progress.

cured
as

as

appli-

well

with one

THE INDEPENDENT

as

CLAIRVOYANTI

at-

marvelous

substantiated.

be

MANCHESTER,

as

-AND-

This

Electric

The banner under which

Portland, and

is one of light.”

me

to tender you my

sin-

thanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten rears old, was taken sick
lam. anuary In a very singular manner. W e called
In els of the best Physicians in the city; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not tell
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
cere

MANCHESTER, InPortland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told

And ban eared fjly per •ent. of those patients who
had been

that she had a Snake is hex stomach, told whose she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and Horn the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
trora the stomach; It was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved,
that all may see for themselves that this statement Is
really so. I am confident that the child eould not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we foel as though she never could he repaid for her
MARY RAY,
•kill.
GEORGE W. RAY.
Providence. R. I.. Nov. 10,18(16.dclfitf

Hopelessly Abandoned!
PHYSICIANS.

ROCKINGHAM

DR.

Case of Clajbtoyast Sight.

Dear Madam .-—Permit

25,000 Extreme Cases 1

BY

!

New

Clapp’s block.

C. L. BLOOD,

DR.

can

Physician

York, baa returned to
be consulted at her office, No, 11

Broadway,

Prom (18

A Clear

From the results obtainod from

SPRxYGUE’S

a

SURE RELIEF!

long and varied

experience with this

nr wrncH

!

Wonderful Remedy
He

can

confidently

patients that he

assure his

can

Sures

are

SURE

Relief from all Rheumatic Aifcctigns.
SURE

are

OF NO INJURY TO THE SYSTEM.

XiADIES

TO
suffering

Dr. would

with

say his treatment reaches their troubles at

pears, bald spots are cov-.
ered, hair stops falling, and

luxuriant growth is the result. Dadies and Children
the delightand rich,

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the shin, scalp, or

elegant

head-dress.
Druggist*.
Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. H. Y.
Sold by oil

GO. F. PHILLIPS & CO., General Agent* £tor I

cause

exhaust,

no

act

Two taken at
movren, are just the thing.
warranted
the bowels once the next morning,
and
ot
Piles
in all cases
Fall!eg of the Rectum. We
promise a cqre lor all symptoms of the Dyspkpsia,
after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitsuch as
tin*? ol iooa, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dixriness,
and
Back
the
Pain in
Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, BiliousLiver
Complnint. Loss ot
ness,
Monthly Pains, and all
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, Ac.
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous
in the vest pocket. Price 60
be
carried
that they may
cents per box; small boxos 30 cents. For sale bv ,T.
&
CO.,
No 1 Tremont
S. HARRISON
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.

ha* special treatment for patients who

tione will be sent

re-

some*

PRESENT, FREE!

expectorated.
ot

B3F“ Offloe hours from 9 A. M., till { P.M.

Cough., Cold,

and

CoH.umption!

J. C.

in 18*2, ami mu the beet known
remedy Jor all ctfectione qfthe Lange, Throat ana
Cheet. Be careiul to get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietor*
Large Bottle*,$1.00.
Small, 50 cents.
Pure Cod l.lver Oil

Established

Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED.
CUTLER SCO., who hare taoillUr* for obtaining oil
Ot the moat raiinble quality. Large Bottle*, $1,00.
Not W—lUwCui

Rockingham,

JPt

M. D.,

Ma.tv persons are
the throat, while

1

Exchange St.,

a dryness and tickling
extending church, which often

subject to

cough; thes><* troches will remove all that
trouble and prevent taking cold on going from a warm
loom ont into the I'old air.
For sale wholesale and retail by

causes

CHARLES W. FOSS. Proprietor.
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, O. P. SHEPHERD
H. H. HAY.
and
& CO.,
fel4dSm_

2>r.
1S1

S

Troche* are made from * Recipe obtained
from Charles Morse, M. D., ol Port and, Maine.
an
of
the highest efficiency in sliming irritaThey
tion ot the throat, a property due lo their demulcent
ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
b v loosening and softening the tenacious secretions
up,m the lining of the tubes, so that it can be readily

THESE

THE

FOR

T Ft. O O FI E

within

b

CONSULTATION,

Portland,

DR. CHAS. MORSE’S

July4dly

For

in its use!

Agent for the Stnte of Maine.
Jan 1«—eodamo*

by express.

CF“Charfos are such that treatment

Proprietors,

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!

H. H. HAY, Druggist,

Write out a full de-

the reach of all.

Appetite, Debility,
Irregularities, Neuralgia,

Agreeable Application

Of An

eeription of your case, and treatment with full direc-

night

Oppression

|

An Invaluable remedy for Sciatica, Goat, Neuralgia, Lame Back, Side or Stomach; Strain*,' Sprain*,
and aUJolnt affection*; Chilblain*, Cramp; and will
take the *orene*a from Cuts, Born* and Bruise*.

The Dr.

palate,
pain,
PLEASANT
promptly, never require increase oi dose, do not
aud for elderly persons, females and child-

SURE

diseases peculiar to them, the

side tkr back In the country.
to the

Positive !

speedily

kj

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

Sept 27, 1665—d&w6m

accom-

Sold by

LYO.V, it. D.

For D. 8. and Canada,

DR. ROCKINGHAM

Who

upon the roots

UftnM

directions wbioh

Coe*8 uougfi Balsam!

STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY has eured
thousands of the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives Immediate relief, and effects a permanent cure. Try if directly.
It Is warranted to
cure. For sale by all Druggists. 50 eta. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN ft CO., 38 Hanover
Street,
Boston. Sole Agents lor New England.
novlOdOm

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They

glossy

L.

tients.

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

appreciate
ful fragrance

CASES

J. W. PERKINS tr CO W. T. PHILLIPS it CO.,
mdU. U. HAY. Portland, Be., W holeeale Agents.

all those who witness its application to pa-

strated to

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Haw Restorer and Dress-

veill

the

be demon-

will

once

directly

Complaints,

each bottle.

Prepared by JOUIf
Druggists everywhere,

DR.

General Agents,

most

pany

Unloaethe oea.1 ol death 1* already upon them.

by

Pearl

at all times

C. G. CLARK A CO; Gen’l Agents,

& Dealers
xl®**iitf

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

act

especially forbidden in

The immediate effects produced by this treatment

by Druggists-

gent-i,iily, and

Powders !

or

EXCEPT IN CEBTAIN

RESTORE THEM TO HEALTH!

riOB 3* ^©kS t.IS*f

^

well

as

ally caused by breathing impure air; impure

Street,

and Refined.

*87

Coughs, Colds, and Lung Affections,

caused from

use

For all Female

tbs pores.

Lungs.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

•*

Bradley,

Red

■/

For sale

expels it through

Pills

and is safe to

composing the carbonised matter In the system, and

Would eepodally invito thooe potion to who hove boon

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM Is warantod to euro Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and

■/
etc.

Better than any

Blood will carry it. burning up and de-

the

order to make money-

ftwiPfoe

Oil, TED LEAD,

TV.

Grass, eitber Pasture

50
second best experiment on Grass, do30
do.
third
do.
20
For the best experiment on Tobacco with Bradley’s Patent Tobacoo Fertilizer,
60
second best experiment on Toboeco, do.
AO
to
be
sent
in
on
or
before
the
Reports
1st day ot Do-,
cembcr, 1886, to Wlllt m L.
Boston, containing description o' sod, modo of cultivation, quantify of Super-l’iro phate or Lime used, ef wbdm purchased, and whether with or without baraySrd manure ; every report to be certified to
by some citizen
oi integrity in the town where made: these reports
when », wUl be referred to a Committee of three
competent, disinterested gentlemen, whose duty it
shall be to award said premiums alter examining the
rep .rts; the premiums to be paid on. the 1st day ol
January, lStTl.
To avoid any possTrle chemical error in the manufocture of mv Fhrtillx-rs, I have made arrangements
with the lushest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it has been sampled and passed inspecvtion by actual anysis.

Glass-mj: ers’

Lead,

of land each.

For the best experiment on Indian Cora with my
Super Phospb te of Lime,
•:;
$50
For the second best experiment on Cora, do.,
30
third
do.
do.
20
do.,
For the bee t experiment on potatoes,
50
'•

LITHARGE,

as

as

given up by Physicians as incurable.

in

in

reaching all part* oi the system

*■

k.

LEAD, Dry and

soon

Female, curing recent

Si. W. B. HBBWnr, 37 Walker St., H. T.

Manufacturers of PU JE WHITE

Premiums, ottered to NEW ENGLAND FARMERS for the beat experiments with my

PREPARED

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

The Oxygen, by Inhalation is carried directly Into
the circulation

The Inventor of this Remedy has given It tn upwards

and Linseed Oil Co.,

US.,

SCIENTIFICALLY

FLUID PREPARATION

ef

and free from observation. We treat-ell diseases to
which the human fastens is subject, and will be
pleased to receive full and explicit statements (Vein
those who hare failed to reoeivo relief heretofore.
Ladies or gentlemen can address us in perfect confidence. We desire to send onr thirty-two pace
and gentleman in tha
pamphlet free to every lady
land. Add rose all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or ndvioe, to the sole proprietor.

Whitt Lead.

A

s

in place of these. Be not deceived. If the druggists will not buy them fur yon, write to us, and wa
jrfll send them to you by express, aecnrely packed

i

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Air !

Oxygenized

the

druggists all over tha world, for their intrinsic worth
and merit. Some unprincipled dealers, however,
try to deceive their custodiers, by selling cheap ana

compounds,—in

Periodical

Lyon’s

especially

worthless

F PHILLIPS lr CO, and J. W.
Agents, Portland. Me.

INHALATION

cures have been performed.

$5.
Price,
Remedy, One Bottle, $?, Three Bottles,
*
•*
$6.
Injection,
$2,
|
The Cherokee Cure? Remedy,M and ** Infection" are to be found in all well regulated drug
stores, and are recommended by physicians ana

Opposite Preble House, Congress St, Portland.
R> P. BEACH) Gen. Act.
I WM. FLOWERS.
270 Broadway, New York. |
EaaiomAgt.,Bangor.
TtT.ATJflTTART) * OO., Atfenta,
March 1—dim
PORTLAND, Mb.

J....

H. H. HAT, W
PLRKINS + CO.,

tirely by Inhalation. Some of the

in from one to thru day*, and is
recommended in those cases of Floor Aldus or
White* in Female*. The two medicinaa used in
:* .disjunction will not fail to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and in those cases where other medicines
have been used without success.

York

trial

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

Glut and all Hu*
or

ene

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

And SCROFULA,

is

with the

cane*

BVFFBBIXQ,

sick to make just
Prloc One Dollar per bottle.
are

medicine is administered, the patient being cured en-

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

Also, Tickets by all the principal routes through Bos-

ABB

ifyou

-BY-

Harrison Avenue)

Remedy,

conjunction

THE

i:

of

Universal LassiBack, Divy

Pains in the

Cures all Urinary Complaints, viz: Gravel, Inflammation of the Bladder and
IKidney*, Retention of
F Urine, Stricture* of the
\Urethra, Dropsical Su>eUringn, Brick Duel Deposit*,
and all diseases that require
a diuretic, and when used la

Regions, Canada,

ton and New

PARALYSIS,

r'

Cherokee

THAT

We bee of yon.

of it.

"The

address.
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. Sold
by all drutreista; or will be sent by express to any
portion of tho world, on receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor.
Dr. W. £. MEBWHT, 37 Walker St., £. T.

—TO THE—

by

TOU

NEURALGIA,

ton

|

THROUGH TICKETS!

LUNGS,

RHEUMATISM,

the success of this mode of treatment:—

,sites of Vision, Premature
Old Age, Weak Herres, Difjtcult Breathing, Pale County
nance. Insanity, Consumption, and all diseases that fullow as a sequence of youthiul indiscretions.
Tho Cherokee Cnre will restore health and visror,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent cure
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
poire pamphlet sent in a scaled envelope, free to any

Mail Steamers and Panama Hailroad may be secured
by early application at this office.
March
1866.
marSOd i^t/

Less than

(

Loss

Railway Ticket Office. 31 Ex.
change Street, up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Oid W»e

—OB THE—

ITY
and In e'ery instance regulates and restores to a
healthy co dition a disordered stomaoh, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without dange. of distress from it
It is the most wuuderfu remedy and
the most speedy in its aetion. ever known to the
world No one will do without it In the house that
has ever used it ouoe.

THROAT, and

diseases caused bj
self-abuse, viz;?

RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information oheerldjly famished.
TnAVHLLF.au will Ind it greatly tr their advantage
to prootue Through Tiekets at the

Oil

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL

NOSE,

Cures all

Memory,

8iokn«s.at8tomaoh.

Feverand Ague
Ueartburu,
Colio Fain*.
and in fkofc all diseases
proceeding flrora the stomach
and Bowels. It ia a sovereign ana
permanent cure lor

The following is an article that appeared in the Bos-

MEDICINE,

INDIAN

6iek ueodacbe

Dysentery,

especially Diseases of the

He treats

CHEROKEE CURE.

LITTLE

One Bottle i« guaranteed to cure the
worst erneof
Dy spepsia la exlstoue and mt dot will lustautly
rail*?*) the most aggravated attacks of

Home,

Cholera Morbus.

failed to make

IS go, Cincinnati,

City Hall Building, Market Square,

on

THE

TO* QBSAT

WHITNEY,

POET USD,

CHASE, Supt.

Torn,

W.; D.
Agent for alMhe

Implements, Seeds,

Wooden

if.

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Agricultural

and after Nor. 6 1866, Prssoneer

P. & P. A. RAILROAD

1862."

any

KENDALL &

On

IWffiwn

yv^^^gSTralna leave aa follows
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 46 a.

Infirmary,

especial accommodation.
l)r. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrival
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating al
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific anc'
certain of producing relief in a short limu<
LADIEs will find it invaluable in all cases of oh
struetions after all other remedies have been tried ir
vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing ir
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Templo Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

diseases ofthe

and all

STOMACH AND BOWELS!

New lfaven. Conn.

LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly nvites ail Ladles, whc
need a medical adviser, to Call at his rooms, No. 0
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for then

post x, a nr r>

DYSPEPSIA !

respectfully inv.tds all who may be suffer-

Where he

must know

appropriate remedies will

Medical

TO

pal Ticket Offices in New England, and at the union
Office, at the

of the but materials, in the most improvMADE
ed manner, it is commended to the pnbllc
to
other

perior

JElectic

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
dc22tf

Dec 15.1865.

International

Remedy

-FOR-

Exchange Street,

Under the

All Oorrespondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Stroet [corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
Send a Stamp for Circular.

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

At No. 151

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

Has tho honor to announce to tho citizens of Port-

Complexion.

of their diseases, and the
be forwarded immediately.

R.

Ticket

Warranted Genuine*

thinking person

that remedies handed out for general use should liave
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
studies fits him fbr all the duties he must
preparatorythe
fulfill; yet
country is flooded with poor nostrum*
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are net only useless, but always injurious.
Thu unfortunate should be particular in selecting bis
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontroverlable fact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with mined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice:
lor it is a point
generally conceded by the host syplff
ograpbers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and
gerous weapon, the Mercury.

der, olten accompanied by a slight smarting or burr
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a maunei
the patient cannot account for.
On examining tht
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,

FromPortlaod to the West, North & 80. West.
Through! Tickets can be procured at all the princi

Bradley,

and

I

land and vicinity, that he has tltablubed himself

There are many men at the age of thirty who art
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad-

G-rand Trunk Railway.

1-4. and l-SBAUS EXTRA FLOUR.
tor Table Use, for
gentlemen.
,
CHASE Brothers,
the place, opposite Wood's Hotel
Hoad Long Wbarl,
| larEsmember
Deo 14—TUT tt
corner ot Middle and Willow Sts.
felOdtf

-O
-j
A mJ.

MAINE CENTRAL R.

VIA

PATENT

Every intelligent

J. C.

ing to call.

CAUTION TO THE PUEUC.

8tandisb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Seiiago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,’
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, UornIsh,Por- and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
ter Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Bagle,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorSouth Limington Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
ant of the cause, which is the
Parsonsfield and O-sipee
At Saocarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
and North Windham, dally
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and b
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
toll and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Portland. Oct 26 186S-dif
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so «>y writing, in a plain manner, a description

$6

COE’S

cess.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

PorVafcti

■

JOHN E. DOW &
SON,
Are

notice
Leave Saoo River for Portland at6 30 and 9 40 A. a.
and 340 p. U.
Leave Portland for Saoo River at 800a. », and 200
and s 30 p u
The 9 40 a u and 200 p a. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached
WStages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,

AT MANUFACTURERS PRICES.

none.

Leases unadjusted, including those awaiting proof,
All other claims against the Co,

_

~

On and after Monday. Oet 30, 1866.
*¥#!i55i»train» will leave as follows, until further

LOWEST

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

Feb-

CHAKLES CLATtK,
U. S, Marshal District of Maine.

Improvement

On tho first day of January, 1800.

Beal Be'.ate inancumhered of the rains of
Bonds and Mortgages on Real Estate, 1st

or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE Sc CO.,
Nov22—dlyr
9 T Wharf. Boston.

perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his shill and suc-

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—*
complaint generally the result of a bad habit In
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by on*
or more young man with the abovo disease, some o*
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they ha*
the consumption, and by their friends supposed U
All such cases yield to the proper ami oiil
.have it.
correct course oi treatment, and in a snort time art
made to rejoice in perfect health.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Y

JIVA.DAYS.
From Long whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia,.. .at 10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded bv the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal

States, in the District Court for the said District of
Maine, and ordered to be sold, and the proceeds dis-

NORTH-WESTERN INS. 00,

Agents,

pYEi

standing or recently contracted, entirely removine
the dregs of disease from the svstem, and making a

and

Important to Travelers

Philadelphia

hours ally, and trom 8 A. M. to 9 P. Al.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suff ering under the
affliction oi private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
bis entire time to that particular branch oi
Devoting
the modical profession, he feels warranted in GuarR ANTE KING A CURE I> ALL
CASKS, Whether of long

SEEK FOB AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Fains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that Is sure to fol
low: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

ITIIlflim

FRANCIS

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

Marshal’s Sale.

PURSUANT

Fell 28-dlBd

Or Osjfxati, N. y.,

and

be

All who have committed an excoca oi any kind,
whether It be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer year*,

PORTLAND ROCHESTER R.R.
I

can

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that person*
cl) unless notice is given and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger lor every $60* additional value.
C. J. BRYDQKS, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent,
Portland, Nov. J, 1866
novddtt

now

at

United States or America, l
District ol Maine, ss.
)
ip rend. expo. to pm directed from the
Hon. AshurWare, Judge oi Ine United States
District Court, within and fpr the District ol Mam®,
I shall expose an; l offer for sa'e at pu be auction; to
the higheHt bidder the*cfA-,r the following properly
an l merchandize, at tb: time and place witmn ^aia
*31
District **8 follows, rib:—
Tit the Custom House Building, on Fore street,
in Portland, on Thursday, the fifteenth datf qr
March next, at 11 o'clock A. M.
j

on and after Monday, Nov. £<4,1866,
HHE^aBStrains will run as follows:—
Morning Train for Bouth Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 35 A u.
Mali Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Montre >1 and Quebec at 110 p a
This traiu connects with Exp-ess train tor
Toronto,
etroitaud Chioago. b eeping Cars attached from
land Pend to Quebeo and Montreal.
No Baggage oao be received or checked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From8o. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
8 10 a. x
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
146 p. x.

Portland, Nor. 8, WS5—dti

Steamah’p Lin«.

»‘ildAytpmarlOj

U.

Canada.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally.

o'clock

ruary, A. D. 1*60.

STApafiNX

Boston

brijk,

$t,,.

RAILWAY,

a

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Schjxri

for the ereciion of a Grammer
House at Lewiston, Maine, to be built of
ft2x6Q feet, and three stories in height, will he received by the Committee, up to, and inclucfihg March
10.1866.
The Plan® and Specifications lor the same, will ‘be
open to inspection and examination at the room» of
George M. Harding, Architect, Casco Bank Bui dihr,
91 Middle St., Portland, Me., from the 1st to the Ith
March incusive, and at the office of the Chairman! ol
the Commtttee, over the Post Office, Lisbon
Lewiston, on all other days from the date hereof, to''
and including Hie loth day of March aforesaid,
Bids for Masonry and £a*pentry work, including
all labor inbacn department and the ffirnifebing
materials for each, to be made separate and sealed.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any and
al 1 rop 'saj a net deemed satisfactory.
Bids to be opened at the office of the Chairman of
the oimnittee, MONDAY, March 12, at 10

GRAND TRUNK

*.

WM. H. KINSMAN $.CQ.,
209 State Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD A CO.,
6 India Street.
l,
Boston, Feb. 3d, 1868.
feWdtf

AND BUILDERS.

Dee 14—dtf

E.

CONTRACTORS,

TO

NOTICE

COMPANY.

Price of parsage, $8 in currei cy.
For freight or passage, apply to

dlet.i-

need ot o-nUnet! ent or obanya of
(n Its approved form o' a paste, I' I- entire!’ tafiST'
less an" Cannes no unpless-intsensa'ion to the riait is now acknowledged
dear, and no txpesnre
cne most teamed in the profession that in the abovt
class ofdiaeases, Cubebs and Cepaiba ars the enj;
two remedies known that can be relied upon will
any oprtaintr or success.

Ticket & Insurance Office,

Bailway

31 EXCHANGE STREET.

v

I

as

frequently perfonuis,
short space of three or iof>
lays, and aiwavs In less time than any other prep*ation. In the use of
Tarrantt Compound Extract of Cubebs add

more.

grmjewel*

Certain,

a Sure,
es of toe Bladder
either in the male or
» per-eot cure in tho

[8

majij

elljjw^weak

ic-

haver was ftp], ft* (town in the Btraw
wrapped in the robes or on one of the four seats f t
contained, there was also room for one or two

each Word

STEAMSHIP

John Bebby, Commander,
VYTILL. sail from the end ol Long Wharf.on ThdrsY Y DAY, February lBth, 1868, at 3 P. M., to be lollowed by the Steamer “CORTEZ,” sailing Thcbsday, March 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M.
These steamers are first class, and will sail semimonthly. Haring very superior Cabin aocommodar
tions, they ofler unusual iacililies for those wishing
to visit the Island of Cuba.

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

conveyance, securo yrar.-elf and fiuniiy or friends,
Three Thoa«aud Dollar* in care of death, or
in case of injury, whereby you
be

D.

That old red sleigh with its long box that

no

lS<^Alt/‘ATCri’

tt.

*

Sundays evoepted.lor AutBSa1—BpsTrunk Depot)
burn and
7 30 A.

FOR HAVANA.
I
I
Carrying the United States Mails. The
STEAM KK
’i'ON AWANUA,"

■T A.R RA 1ST

Thus,

questions.”

Old Times Winter Scenes.

MMaWTas

for Photon*#—TnJle Ho either.
Sold hr dmedsta eiwierally.
For sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips Be Co.
Jan. 1, 1886—eod&eowCm
“There la

1866._leWdS
BOSTON AND CUBA

A si:

DATl

It not only serves to impress tbe grandeur of
the apartment upon him, but in variably, disconcerts ba.hftu men, so that
they devour
their meals very meekiy and make no troublesome requests.
Ladies should be served in the sameway
for exactly contrary reasons.
It affords them a tine opportunity to display
their clothes, fold puts them in a good humor.
Let the sexes he kept religiously apart while
feeding, unless in the case of husbaiid and
wiie.
Married men travelling alone will suffer so
much from the dearth of female society, that

Calais and St. John.

_

26,

I3P“ Beware of Counterfeits.

or

10 eta. will insure to Boston or New Yotk;
30 cte, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
50 cte. to St. Louis or Cairo;
70 eta. to New Orleans, and so on to any part
of the eountry, and for uny number of days desired.
Before, entering a Rah Car, Steamboat, or other

next time they will probably bring their wives.
It win scarcely be necessary to make any
suggestions in regard to extra charges in the'
bids, as they will naturally occur to the feeblest

A most Exquisite, Hellenic tinil Em.
Perfume, Distilled from the
Bare md Benntifiil Flower froua
which it tnltc* its nftttic'.
Manufactured only by PIULON Ac HOW.

conveyances may insure against Iom ol life, or cerfont bodily, 1 Jury, for AiltOOO In caao ol
dealli,
and S£ l *• weekly benefits in cast of bodily injury,
or the small sum of

In regard to the dining-room, yon cannot
have too impudent an IrikUm&n as head waiter.
It should be to duty, when a guest enters
the room, no matter how empty it may be, to
take him in convoy and make him walk the
entire length of it before
assigning him a

r“*--

'Wharf, foo. ■■■■K v MONDAT, at So'clock P. M., for 1
John.
Returning wilHeaves.t. ,Iohue>e,
RSDAT,
al 8 o’clock A. M. tor rastport,
and
BosPortland,
rV
L/lk.
WV* "Freight received hn dayo of sailing nntlf lour
o’clock P, M.
-C. C. EATON, Agent.
Feb

anttst

PROPOSALS

Agent for Maine,
aug2«64<lly

Eastport,

>

_

years haring been from SO to TO pr. of. lean
than of any other Co. of as long
standing.
As the losses ol a Co. are so are its profife, and ns
Its profitB so are. its dividends. The moral is
readjly
understood.
A few oompetent men wanted aa solicitors.

£2T* Office So. 25 Exdurcpfi Street,
MeALPINE, Cl

the Wharf.

and after Monday,March 5th.
the Steamer NVW BRUN. WICK,
l~. will until
Copt. K.
'fturther
Railroad

,.

■

on

On

six
_

SOJiEH/tY, Agent,

SPBING ARRANGEMENT.

Tarrants Compound Extract of Cubebs aid
IT I EVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!
Copaiba ABEVER FAILS.
|
Manufactured only by
CARE
TiBHiHT * C.Q..
Also In the selection of risks, its losses fer the last 5

monds.

Seedy visitors will take no liberties with
inch a man.
When a traveller comes in he is not to no
ttee him tor the space of five minutes at least-;
it puts the obligation at once Where it belongs.
You take him in, not he yon.
It is an excellent device to have the numbers of your chambers reversed from the old
let them begin to count from the
plan, f.
<r
roof.
Thus when i-gnest sees the clerk put ‘No.
10,’ for ius:ahce,oppa>ite his name on the register, he departs satisfied, and is too much exhausted and cowed by the time he discovers
Us whereabouts to make any complaint.
“Instruct j onr clerk that it is not his business to know anything about
departing trains
and steamboats.
[,
if
Also, your House happens to be in a country town, to add $1 a day invariably to all
New Yorkers’ bills.
They will not think much of your House
otherwise.
When a guest has paid his bill and is about
to depart, let tna cierk ask cheeriy—>wliich
way do you go, Mr. Kobinson ?
home persons are so ea ily imposed "upon,
that too extraordinary lact of a highly bedizened,clerks knowing their names two minutes
after reading1 them -on the register, tickles

i

if

PROMPTNESS
good

every
connect-

(ntemational jlteamship Oo.

Company, j

THE OHABTBB OAK Life Insurance Company
Dividend, each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each • acceding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their
payments by
“
C a
•:
Jg
IMMEDIATE RETURN.

guest.

Street, Portland,

<i

declare.

and cookery.
If you can hire an Irishman cheap enough,
let one Jinan do nothing bnt swab the marble
hall with greasy dish water ail day long; it
conveys an idea of cleanliness to the guests;
at night, when few are about, it is of little
consequence.
I said guests,’ and here is a point you by no
means shou d neglect.
Be SffCMU in speaking of your lodgers, in
priuted lioncbS and the like, to use the term

foot of State

A t Oflloe
Portland. Feb28th. 1866.—dtf

COMPANIES.

or

On and after Friday, Mar. 2d,
the new an* last-going Steamer
Cant. Wx
Roix,wiil leaveHailroad Wharf,

land, Camden, Belfast, Seal sport, Buoksport, and
YVuiterport, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on t^eBoston AMaine.
and Eastern Rai road at tbellepets in
Boston, Salem,
Lynn mid Lawrence
H
J
Fof Freight or Passage a- ply to
~u.

CHARTER OAK

will take the traveller’s ear.

ARRANGEMENT!

SPRING

I

Tuesday and Friday
Evening,at HVo'clock,
ing with the 2Jp m train from Boston.
Returning will leave fVinterport every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6 o'clock,
touching at Rock-

S3F* Marino Risks placed in any Boston or New
•
York Office riesirea.
.b
Portland, Feb. *,1880-dtf

Call it a House, and name it after some
great capitalist, big Indian, or Saint—‘MortonPe:o Hou-e.’ or ‘Whoop-de-Doodle House,’ or
‘St Uob-o-Link House f that sounds well and

taaen as usual
are not

rreignt

PORTLAND&PENOBSCOT RIVER

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF,

equitablyand^rwJB^t^n^aid,

a

Montreal,

The Company
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate ol
one passenger ior every $500 additional value
L. ..
nt.
Aug a, isea.:
t.

by all Druggists*.

837.000,000.
are prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life'ana Accidental Insuranoe.
Marine aud Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
onoo.
Losses

drottcoggin
Mills, Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. M.
Portland for Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.15 P.M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on tn»«
line, also on the Maine Central li. R„ ram be purchased in Boston at Eastern er Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, whero ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first Hass e&ting house.
Superior
and well ventilated cars aro run with the through
trains.
Fabb as Low by tBis Route as ajty otheb.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath: and for Belfast at Augusta, aud for Solon, Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vaasalbom’ at Vassalboro’, aud for Unity at Kendall’s MiM’s.
Dec,

\

j

Conneeticnt Mntnal,
Of Hartford.
.STATE AGENCY COP THE
r
Conneeticnt General,
Of Hartford.
3TT 8TATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the*
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capical and surplus of more than

We hear of a great many men who “can’t
of.New
keepalurtoi,” hat the Saturday
York, lays down a Set of rulss -showing “how
to Jjeep a hotel,” that Will be recognized by everybody who has travelled in this country, and
which are certainly “no joke,” being filets
most prominent—as Burton used to say in
Jem Baggs, when the audience roared with
laughter at the fifth verse of his song of“Viliikeus.”—“this is not a comic song.”

Arrangement}

Bath, Lewiston via AnAugusta, Waterville, Kendall's

laftMttBUKl

-:—

LIFE

How to keep a Hotel.

LINE I

for

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

!

MAINE,

ANDJJOSTON

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays

ROOMS.

Temple Street,

Medical.

—

Coe’s

consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at ah

TXTHERE he
v v

Ot

Of Hartford.

Fallen,

to

ROTATE MEDICAL
No. S

Commenoina; December, 11,1S05.

«^ttW”**Rj5Ewexccptcd)
it. R.),

~

FOUND AT HIS

CAH BE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.

TUB STEAMERS

Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.:
Of New York.
Of Norwich.
Of Worcester.'

Lorillard,

m > n,

apply

Forest City, Lewiston and

NEW FERFUME

1-hiladolphia.

oassage

Summer

Proprietor,

PORTLAND,
Price Sl» For Sale
Jan 12—eod&wlyr

or

PORTLAND

j

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,

FIRE COMPANIES.

unpriced,

pcaca
We whj flfre bora *n
A peepie p ui e, from s

w

To restore Grey or Diseased Hair
to its natural conditio?!, and color.
Eradicates all Hunio?'s and Dandruff from the Head. Will prerent \
mil
and cure JVerrous Headache,
cause the Hair to grow, giving it
the natu?-al color and beauty of
youth. It. ?vill not stain the skin, I
or soil Hie finest linen.

COMPANIES.
of

is wot

WAKEAlfl®

Wash install.
of New VorU.
Iuaurauoe Co. of North Amtrila,

for Thoe, our King,
bor Tue* ui* oiuUt;

feet Steam-

_Medical.

DB. J. B. HUGHES

R. R.

ftJTCNNEBEC

aud lien dull ’* Mill*.

ii'Oi, Brown s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 65 West Street,
Now York.
Mav 39,
dtf
1856._

we

No. 23 Exchange St.

moot

Lord oi

Por freight
EMERY A

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN.

0 Milk of Heaven, that prest
1 'rooi foil, o*6nlowin^ breast
Of no.-, vhe mystic Gride,
Thy W iiorn ha-ii supplied;
Thmo ini'an., cniiurun see a.,
M tea ban/ iip. aii wka.k,
Filied wi dime Spirit/* dew
Fiyia iuat near busom true.
Thy prui.'-es pur to sing,

we our Gou

r

Medical.

Portland to Skowhegan via Waterrille

Ihbbwood, wl'l until further no.
iee, ran as follows:
Leave Brawn's Whan, Portland, every WEDNE3r>AY and SATURDAY. at IP. M., and leave Pier
38 Eist River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
,n oaTURDA V, at 4 o’clock P. M
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations tor passengers, making this the most speedy,
sale and oomiortable route for traveller, between
New York and Maine
Passage, in 8tata Room,
•6.00. Cabin passage 86.00. Meals antra.
Goode ierwarded by this lino to ana from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shippers art-requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.

l

Agency!1

-OF--

LINE.

The sr'endld end

Insurance.

Christ Jesus, hear

Pr*uso

prints

PDRTUND

ships DIRIGO, Capt N. Skerwonrf,
ana P&asiCwNIa,
capt. W. W,

high,

T-.ai.en t*nm Maker

g i«,

SEMI-WEEKLY

used to find in the damp snow, as delicate,
some of them, as a love-letter; the mysterious
paths down to the brook by the old hollow
tree, that weuied towonder over and set “figure fours” by, if perchance we
might catch the
makers thereof!
Have you forgotten how
sorry you were for the snow birds that fluttered among the
flakes, and seemed tossing and
lost In the storm?

Mao’s irLttn-oprihgi.i^ blood,
or .or of an
good,
ajl
Ogui ioushh*

Hymiki

New England Screw Steamship Co

And when, sometimes after the great snow,
the winds came out of the North lor a frolic,
what Wreathing* and carvings of the cold alabaster there were; what Corinthian adon mgs
surmounted the fence posts; wltat mouldings
were fashioned beride the way; what fairy
like caves in the drifts; what flowers of tare
finish and pendants of pearl on the trees.

On-

Railroads.

Steamers.

Miscellaneous.

ing down

Hush’s Medicines.
the

tor

having
Agency
Doctor Rush’s Valuable Me^cines.
prepared
rTE
at the Doctor's
to hirnish them in
subscrib

taken

rs

are

■\

Under International House,
i

PORTLAND,

March t—dtf

MAINE.

any

prices.

Feb 94—d3w

quantity

F| PHILLIPS & CO.,
Wholesale Druggists,
149 Middle Street, Portland.

